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From first change to sustainable future

The King’s Philosophy is the science of holistic management and conservation
of our soil, water and forest. When integrated with the principles of Sufficiency
Economy and the New Theory, it is a boon for farmers and others in the agricultural
sector. It also serves as a guide for us all to live wisely towards the path of
self-reliance and sustainable development.
For people all around the country, the King’s Philosophy has led to a series of
life-changing “firsts”. For the first time, they have freed themselves from crushing
debt. For the first time, they are able to grow crops in dry season and find
comfort in knowing that these crops will provide nutritious food for their
children. And for the very first time, the entire families are able to stay together
in their home communities helping one another to earn a decent living.
At Chevron Thailand Exploration and Production Limited, we earnestly wish to see
these “firsts” continue to happen long into the future. For the seventh consecutive
year, our “The Power of Human Energy: A Journey Inspired by the King” works
to raise awareness and support the application of the lessons of the King’s
Philosophy in the communities all around Thailand.

AJourneyInspiredByTheKing.org
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Friends,
A little over a month ago, our patterns of connecting and our routines were
abruptly swept away. We each experienced loss. Loss of our sense of security
and well-being, loss of connections to people we love, loss of income or wealth,
and loss of the daily routines that gave meaning and structure to our lives.
In her poem Kindness, Naomi Shihab Nye wrote:
Before you know what kindness really is
you must lose things,
feel the future dissolve in a moment
like salt in a weakened broth…
Before you know kindness as the deepest thing inside,
you must know sorrow as the other deepest thing…
Then it is only kindness that makes sense anymore,
only kindness that ties your shoes
and sends you out into the day to mail letters and
purchase bread,
only kindness that raises its head
from the crowd of the world to say
it is I you have been looking for,
and then goes with you every where
like a shadow or a friend.
AMCHAM members have shown kindness and resilience by coming together to
support each other and our communities. Through virtual meetings and tele-committees that now have record numbers of participants, AMCHAM members are
connecting, sharing, and moving forward with heartfelt passion and compassion.
If you need help or want to connect or give-back – I urge you to join one of
the many weekly virtual activities that Heidi and her team are organizing. From
discussions on serving the community, to advocacy for government subsidy
programs – there are many forums and groups that welcome your participation.
AMCHAM Thailand has a 64 year history of serving our members and
communities. Let this be our moment to rise and demonstrate our deepest
character: kindness.
Warmly,

Greg Wong
President

The American Chamber Of Commerce In Thailand
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Feature Stories

Cracking the Code on
Organization Agility
To become more agile, companies need leaders and teams with an
entrepreneurial mindset, who value ideas more than processes and protocol.
By Larry Chao

F

or many business leaders
in Thailand, 2020 promises to be either exciting or
heart breaking, depending
on whether they can change their
organizations to be more agile.
Already ongoing economic volatility,
digital disruptions and uncertainty
have pressured some players to
restructure and claimed victims
who were too slow to recognize
fast shifting consumer trends,
commoditization of their products, or
the dangers of a persistently strong
Thai baht.
Take, for instance, corporate
recruiters who have seen their
industry turned upside-down as a
result of the emergence of LinkedIn
and YouTube, where former clients
now recruit candidates for a
fraction of the fees. Most recruiters
who survived had to be agile and
restructure or diversify into other
human resources practice areas.
Indeed, the fast-changing Thai
marketplace affects both SMEs and
their corporate brethren equally. To
compete they had both best heed
the advice given by Charles Darwin
some 150 years ago:
“It is not the strongest of the
species that survives, nor the most
intelligent. It is the one that is most
adaptable to change.”
Likewise, for organizations to
survive, they too need to be agile
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and respond quickly to changes in
the environment.

processes and clear governance for
decision-making.

Stability vs Agility

On the other hand, other elements
– such as the quick deployment
of teams, delegating operating
decisions, and performance metrics
that measure the effectiveness of
cross-functional processes, facilitate
agility.

One way to create agility is through
organization redesign, where
certain aspects of operation
remain in place, enabling scale
and manufacturing efficiency,
while others are more flexible
allowing freer mobility of teams and
resources to pursue new growth
opportunities.
Management consultant McKinsey
& Company for example, suggests
a hybrid organization redesign
which allows for agility and stability
to co-exist. On one hand, there
are stable elements such as a
formal organization structure, core

In theory, this makes sense:
Preserve parts of the organization
that allow a business to scale up
and produce services and products
profitably, whilst redesigning other
aspects of the organization to chase
innovations that address changing
needs of the marketplace.
But correct organization re-design is
only part of the solution. Making any

organization design work in practice
requires a very different leadership
mindset.

Creating the
Entrepreneurial Mindset
Most organizations are already
stable. Their success has depended
on efficient processes, rigorous
procedures and tightly defined roles
and responsibilities. To achieve this,
leaders have traditionally adopted
a top down command and control
leadership style.
To create agility, leaders need to
break from this mold and adopt a
more entrepreneurial mindset. The
challenge is to create a work culture
that encourages people to behave
in ways that enhance organization
agility. For example, leaders need to
persuade their teams to think and
act beyond boundaries and silos that
stand in the way of innovative ideas.
“Many of the best innovative ideas
are beyond existing products and
above existing categories,” said
Victor Seah, chief executive of
Nestle Indochina. “I encourage our
people to think outside the box
about what consumers really want,
not just what we normally provide.”
Moreover, leaders need to
create opportunities for people
to experiment and initiate ideas.
Over the past few months, Seah
has established an “incubator
business” designed to come up
with innovative ideas that cut across
product categories to serve selected
consumer segments. This idea was
conceived in an offsite workshop we
conducted with his leadership team
last year in Hua Hin.
Seah has also supported a flurry
of innovations, including the
successful development of virtual
reality campaigns using digital tools
to enhance a shopper’s in-store
experience with Nescafe products.
“Entrepreneurship involves risk

taking, being willing to fail, and a
desire to change the status quo,”
said Seah. “We want people to be
motivated by ideas and content, not
processes.”

over time by training, reward and
recognition. On top of this, the
nature of many Asian cultures is to
preserve harmony and avoid conflict
of any kind.

To bring ideas to fruition, an
entrepreneurial mindset also
involves the willingness of people
in different areas of the organization
to work together. Leaders like Seah
know collaboration and respecting
different viewpoints are critical
in translating a good idea into a
successful business, not to mention
accelerating the whole innovation
process.

These deeply engrained habits and
beliefs cannot change overnight by
just telling people they need to be
more entrepreneurial. People will not
believe this new way of working until
they see management “walk their
talk.”

“With strong cooperation from
everyone around the same goals,
we have reduced the time it takes
to bring a new idea to market from
18-24 months to six months.”
At times, a leader must have the
courage and instinct to go against
the grain and do what is necessary
to ensure new ideas receive the
resources necessary to germinate.
Yet at the same time, there is
recognition of the importance of
balancing agility and stability to
commercialize ideas, achieve scale
and profitable growth.
“As important as it is to promote
one vision and to create space for
people to experiment with innovative
ideas, when the time is right, focus
and discipline are equally important
to run the business,” said Seah.

What will build trust and convince
people is when leaders consistently
lead by example, taking risks
themselves and role modelling
entrepreneurial behaviours. The
most successful leaders are those
who allow their teams to break away
in pursuit of new ideas and who
take accountability for the results,
regardless of whether they succeed
or fail.
In 2019, 70% of Nestle Indochina’s
growth came from incremental sales
from innovations. Explained Seah:
“It’s not just me who needs to act like
an entrepreneur. My entire leadership
team and all employees need to think
this way. My role is simply to ensure
teams are moving in the same
direction, give them the support and
resources necessary to succeed,
and then I just let them go.”

Overcoming Barriers to
Change
Yet for this entrepreneur mindset
to work, it will take more than just
encouraging people to take risks
and think outside the box.
Years of authoritative leadership
and working through rigid chains
of command have conditioned
workforces to follow orders,
respect existing procedures, and
not challenge the status quo. This
behaviour has been reinforced

Formally a consultant with
Accenture and McKinsey &
Company, Larry Chao is currently
Managing Director of Chao
Group Limited, an organization
change & change management
consultancy established in
Bangkok and New York in 1995.
www.chaogroup.com
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Feature Stories

Collaborative Research Efforts
to Support Regional Universities in
Sustainable Agricultural Practices
By Benjamin Schulte, Ph.D., M.P.H.

A

dverse air quality conditions
during the winter months
have become a reoccurring theme throughout the
ASEAN region. It is not uncommon to
have air quality index (AQI) readings
above thresholds considered safe for
human health. Though the primary
source of pollution has been identified as agricultural related burning,
solutions to this problem remain
elusive.
The importance of agriculture
to ASEAN economic systems
is significant. The expansion
and transformation of the sector
throughout the region has led to an
increase in agricultural byproducts
and has extended farm land
into forested ecosystems. The
subsequent outcomes are causing
significant damage to environmental
systems and the public’s health.
Two current agriculture practices
utilized to manage biomass are of
serious concern: open burning and
slash-and-burn. These practices
are cost effective but significantly
contribute to adverse air quality
impacts, including an increase of
haze. Open burning is a reference
to established farms burning excess
biomass. Slash-and-burn is the
practice of cutting and burning
existing vegetation in preparation
for an agricultural plot and generally
occurs in forested ecosystems.
The resulting ash from the
aforementioned practices creates
a nutrient rich layer that will benefit
crop yields for several seasons.
This, however, is a short-term fix to
fertilization needs. Studies indicate
within five years of slash-andburn practice, the nutrient levels
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in the soil will be heavily depleted.
Furthermore, the practice of slashand-burn removes protective barriers
(a natural canopy and anchor) for
the top soil which ultimately leads to
the development of erosion patterns.
As soil quality deteriorates, the crop
yields are reduced, and evidence
points towards nearby forested
areas vulnerable to the slash-andburn technique, thus rendering
agricultural burns as a soil quality
issue as well.
The visible and obvious concern
with the open burning and the
slash-and-burn practices are
adverse impacts associated with
diminished air quality and human
health. As extensively documented
by research and reinforced by

recent media coverage in the region,
particulate matter 2.5 (PM 2.5) is a
serious concern. Chronic exposure
to PM 2.5 has been linked to
cardiopulmonary related issues such
as bronchitis, cardiac arrhythmias,
and increased mortality from heart
disease and lung cancer.
A necessary step in resolving
the issue of haze throughout
the Northern ASEAN region is to
quantify and understand the nature
of the pollution from a public health
and environmental perspective.
Considerable resources have been
allocated to do just this. There is a
common thread between academic,
government, and non-profit sectors
to establish a deeper understanding
of the behaviors, patterns,

characteristics, relationships,
influence and effect from fire
emissions on the communities
throughout the northern region of
Southeast Asia.
In efforts to increase scientific
knowledge and public awareness
regarding air quality impacts in
Thailand, a group of researchers
including Marko Niinimaki, Ph.D.,
Webster University Lecturer,
Veerachai Tanpipat, Ph.D., Advisor
to the Director General of the Royal
Forestry Department of Thailand,
Sayam Aroonsrimorakot, Ph.D.,
Deputy Dean of the Faculty of
Environment and Resource Studies
at Mahidol University, and myself,
established an interdisciplinary
project integrating high resolution
computer modeling on burn
cycles and the associated carbon
emissions from agriculture based
activities in the Northern region of
ASEAN.
The goal of the project is to
contribute and disseminate scientific

findings and reliable tools to ASEAN
based academic institutions in
order to assist researchers in better
understanding and characterizing
issues pertaining to transnational
haze. A system of data analysis will
produce a daily set of files for carbon
dioxide levels, plume dispersion,
and data for five additional criteria
air pollutants. These files and their
visualizations will be available for
researcher use and to the general
public. The data sets are significant
in size and therefore the country level
data and visualizations will require
non-trivial computing resources. The
data is collected from the European
Copernicus satellite feed and similar
sources. This effort will ultimately
result in an interactive website that
will visualize and monitor agricultural
related haze and include daily
updates.
Providing an accessible tool
consisting of interpreted regional
burn data to universities throughout
ASEAN will provide a useful resource
to further community engagement

and identifying localized solutions to
an environmental health threat to all
living and visiting the region.

Benjamin Schulte, Ph.D.,
M.P.H., is an Environmental
Health Specialist with diverse
experience in the public,
private, and non-profit sectors.
His professional interests
include science based policy
development and community
resilience focused projects in
Asia, the Middle East, and Africa.
Currently, Dr. Schulte sits as
AMCHAM Co-Chair of Food and
Agri-business Committee and is
a Lecturer at Webster University,
Thailand.

A Journey of Time
in Untold Splendour
Cruise along the ‘River of King’s’ on a magical journey through time, connecting the vibrant characteristics of modern Bangkok with the rich and captivating history
of the kingdom’s old capital, Ayuthaya. Loy Pela Voyages departing from and ending at Anantara Riverside Bangkok Resort start with USD 10,905 per room, 4 day 3 night trip.
For inquiries or to make a reservation, please call us on +66 2 476 0022
or email: reservations@loypelavoyages.com
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Feature Stories

Thailand SMEs: Disrupted or Disruptors?
It will depend on Speed, Agility & Upskilling

T

oday, there are over 3 million Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) contributing almost 40% of
Thailand’s GDP. A 2019 study conducted by the
United Overseas Bank showed Thai SMEs are
now the most tech-savvy in ASEAN, actively investing in
technology to drive their business forward. But this will
not be enough for success going forward. Future-thinking
SMEs must develop new mindsets as well as new ways of
working with their people and customers.
This article will focus on two critical challenges for SMEs
in Thailand: 1) The number of people available to do the
work and 2) The skill of our employees in this new world
of work. The goal will be to show how SMEs can address
these challenges and not only survive but thrive.

Challenge #1 – Finding people to do the job
According to the World Bank, Thailand’s working age
population will shrink 11% by 2040. That is the fastest
rate in ASEAN. That is about 8 million fewer working
Thais available. The battle for those remaining will be
fierce. Workers will pick and choose who they work for
or, as statistics show, a rapidly increasing number of
new entrants will choose to start their own business. The
Wharton School of Business just ranked Thailand as the
#1 country to start a new business for the third year in a
row.

Most would agree that if someone with this skillset
applied for a job at your company, you would hire them,
regardless of experience, because you know they
would figure the job out and probably make it better. The
question is: how do we develop these skills in ourselves
and others?
Below in a short case study of an SME Owner who
successfully dealt with these issues through upskilling
herself first.

A Quick Case Study: Ordinary X
Ordinary X is a clothing, cosmetic, and home décor store.
But contrary to its name, it is anything but ordinary –
everything in this store is based on zero-waste ingredients.
Bunika Dolpriyarat, or Som, is the mastermind behind this
store.
Like any business owner, Som started small, beginning
with only her passion for the business. She wanted it to
grow and be successful. This is the story of her journey
to become a lifelong learner and transform herself and her
company.

Much of this challenge is beyond your control. You CAN
however be in a position to competitively attract, grow and
keep good people by addressing #2.

Challenge #2 – Finding people with the
SKILL to help your business
There is an enormous skill gap between the type/skills
of people we need to succeed and what the education
system is providing us. Many SMEs feel they don’t have
the time or budget to upskill themselves to stay ahead
of the curve, let alone their workers. Recent surveys
(including from Adecco Thailand) reveal only 40% of Thai
businesses are satisfied with the quality of employee they
were getting out of universities. Specifically, combining all
the surveys, the skills most lacking are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Problem Solving
Emotional/Interpersonal Intelligence
Analytical/Critical Thinking
Innovation/Creativity
Leadership
Adaptability/Resilience
Bunika Dolpriyarat, or Som
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Som has always been an avid learner. She enjoys watching
YouTube videos to learn about how she could develop
her business. She stumbled onto the learning community,
YourNextU, and became a member. She attended a variety
of workshops and realized there was much she hadn’t
thought about in running her small business. She shared
the key learnings and upskilling areas that had the biggest
positive impact on her work and life.
Som related that if she didn’t first shift her own view of the
world and people around her, it would be difficult to move
to the next and tougher stages in the journey to grow her
business. This ‘mindset’ shift was the key to seeing more
opportunities and accelerating the changes in herself and
the business.
One of the mindsets that Som focused on was the
Growth Mindset. She learned and applied this mindset
with her people and brought out the best in them. It made
things clearer for her and her people and easier to run the
business.
Som identified and focused on what she truly loves and is
passionate about. From this, she understood where she
wanted to go and set key milestones to achieve her goals.
Mindset isn’t just about understanding others, it is also
about tapping into your inner passion and strengths to
influence the environment around you.
Som joined classes and events outside of her interest and
comfort zone. This way, she was able to connect with a
variety of people and learn insights from them that helped
her to change her perspective.
Som then re-examined two elements of her business
strategy: her people and her customers.
She has three generations working in her business. She
learned the DISC behavioral style to better understand
and adjust her style to meet the individual needs of
her multi-generation team. This significantly reduced
miscommunication and increased/sped up the flow of
information.
She attended a series of workshops that focus on Design
Thinking. She quickly learned that she was seeing her
product through her own eyes, not the customers. She
began talking extensively and often with her customers.
What they thought became a clear guide for her business
and success followed in terms of product innovation and
increased sales.

OK, So Now What?
Som transformed herself and the business by redesigning/
retooling herself first and then shifting the focus to her
business and customers. Whether you’re an SME or a
large corporation, there are three steps we all can take to
begin designing the life and business we want.

Design Thinking Prototyping Course at YourNextU

1. Develop and Sustain the Right Mindset
Often overlooked, mindset is the first and most important
step in shifting ourselves and our business for success.
It is the driver of our behaviors and if not shifted, changes
will not be unsustainable. Whether it is an outward, growth
or agile mindset you must remain very aware of where
your mindset is in every moment and whether it is moving
you forward or holding your back.

2. Upskill and Reskill the Right Skillsets
Everyone needs both hard and soft skills. We too seldom
focus on the soft. However, as technology tools take both
monotonous and analytical tasks from us, these softer
‘future’ skills will become the differentiator in human and
business performance.

3. Stretch Yourself by Being an Active Part
of Business and Learning Communities
Roy T. Bennett said, “Great things never come from
comfort zones.” Those who see and explore beyond
themselves will thrive. Push yourself to get out, connect
and learn. Communities like the AMCHAM and YourNextU
are great ways to connect with both like-minded people
and those who are different from you to help you
continuously learn and grow. Learn how to learn again!
What will it be? Disrupted or Disruptor? We now realize
that those who know how to learn, do it continuously, and
apply it, will inherit the future. Join us in the revolution:
Empower Life through Learning.

James Engel is the Chief Learning
Architect for SEAC and a member
of the amazing team that helped
create the game changing
YourNextU Learning Community
(yournextu.com). You can reach
him at james_e@seasiacenter.com.
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Member Opinions

The Benefits of CSR for SMEs
By Dr. Mark Leoni

I

arrived in Bangkok in 1995 to take
on a position as a staff chiropractor
in one of the first chiropractic clinics
established in the country. After two
years with that company, I struck out
on my own to start my own business.

Getting Started
There are numerous charities in
Thailand that need assistance. A
simple Google search will lead you
in the right direction. If you have a
skill that can be volunteered, you
can always find a place to serve.
If you have a retail business, you
can have a collection box to take
donations for the charity of your
choice.

One of the first things I did when
starting out on my own, was to
seek out a place where I could do
some charity work because it was
something I had always wanted to
do. I contacted the Foundation for
Handicapped Children and began to
go once a week to treat the children
free of charge.
Even though I had very little income
at that point in time, my instincts
told me that it was the right thing to
do and that somehow, if I did good
things, I would be rewarded for my
efforts. My instincts proved right as
the charity recruited two graduate
students from Nida University to
assist us with translation so we
could communicate with the parents
of the children we were treating.
One of those volunteers later
became my wife. I would have never
had the good fortune of meeting
her had I not volunteered with this
charity.
As I got busier with my business, I
began to have the kids come to our
clinic for their free care. This gave
my staff the opportunity to help us
treat these kids. Our staff were very
pleased to be able to help these
kids as they perceived that as a way
of making merit; a very important
part of Thai culture. It also raised
their level of respect for me as their
boss. Having our staff participate in
our Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) activities has really helped us
create staff loyalty. We have eight
full time staff and most of our team
have been with us for 18 years.
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I credit our CSR work as a major
contributing factor to their desire
to stay with our company all these
years. Cultivating staff loyalty makes
managing Human Resources easier
for any size company, but this is
especially important for SME’s,
because many SME’s do not have
the budget for a dedicated Human
Resource Department.

Performing CSR work has greatly
enhanced my life. I found a great
wife, built staff loyalty in my business,
and kept my family strong and
connected. I encourage everyone, no
matter how small your business is, to
find a way to incorporate some CSR
activities into both your professional
and personal life. You will be
rewarded beyond your expectations
if you do.

CSR and your Family
One of the greatest fringe benefits of
owning a SME is that you get to do
things your own way. While it may not
be practical for those working for big
companies to involve their families in
their corporate CSR work, for SMEs,
it’s easy. If you can get your family
involved in your CSR activities, it
will have a powerful bonding effect
on your family. My wife Ning, and
daughter Nikki, both assist me now
at the Home for Blind Children with
Multiple Disabilities in Bangkhen,
Bangkok.

Dr. Mark Leoni is the owner of
Holistic Health Systems Ltd.,
A Chiropractic and Physical
Therapy clinic in Bangkok in
operation since 1998. He is also
a member of the Chiropractic
Subcommittee at the Ministry of
Public Health which regulates
Chiropractic in Thailand.
He is also the Secretary of
the Thailand Chiropractic
Association. Email: Mark@
thailandchiropractor.com
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Legal Updates

COVID-19 and the Labor Law:
Understanding the Legal
Implications of “No Work No Pay”
By Mike Doyle

T

he COVID-19 pandemic has
had a devastating impact
on workplaces in Thailand,
forcing many employers
to take drastic measures such as
temporarily suspending operations
in order to save their businesses.
This situation is especially traumatic
for affected staff, as, at present,
there is no clear indication as to
how long this crisis will last and
there is uncertainty as to what
the employees’ legal rights are in
the event that their employment
is suspended or terminated. This
area of the law is not well settled,
however, below is a summary of
the current status “No Work No
Pay” principle and another measure
allowing employers to suspend
employment of employees in crisis
situations under Thai labor law.

1. No Work No Pay
No Work No Pay is not specifically
defined by statue, however, it is a
recognized legal principle under Thai
law, whereby, in certain extreme
crisis circumstances employers
are legally allowed to temporarily
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suspend the employment of staff
without the legal obligation to
pay those staff wages. One of
the situations in which No Work
No Pay applies is force majeure
which is defined as situations
that “excuse a party to a contract
from not performing its contractual
obligation that becomes impossible
or impractical, due to an event or
effect that the parties could not have
anticipated or controlled.” Note here
that force majeure is very seldom
applicable because it is only allowed
in the most extreme circumstances,
however, the Thai government has
recently announced that it may apply
to businesses recently ordered
closed by the government such as
department stores, health clubs,
theaters, spas, etc. in Bangkok
metropolitan region, pursuant
to a Declaration in accordance
with Section 9 of the Emergency
Decree of Public Administration in
Emergency Situations (2005)(No. 1).
Accordingly, under the principle of
No Work No Pay and force majeure,
employers who have been required
to close these types of businesses
may order affected staff to cease

work and such employers should
not be required to pay wages to
those employees until such time the
government order is lifted.
For example, a health club closes
pursuant to the above-mentioned
government order and orders all staff
at the health club to cease work. In
this situation, the employer should
not have a legal obligation to pay
wages to the affected staff during
such time of the government ordered
closure.

2. Section 75 of Labor
Protection Act
For those businesses which
have been materially affected
by the COVID-19 crisis but do
not currently qualify under force
majeure, Section 75 of the Labor
Protection Act allows employers
under severe economic duress to
temporarily suspend operations in
certain situations, however, here
employers are required to continue
to pay employees at least 75% of
their wages subject to the following
conditions.

• The employer must inform a
labor inspection officer, and
the employees, three business
days in advance of the intended
cessation of operations and make
a required filing and the local
distract office.

hotel operator should be legally
entitled to suspend operations
and order the affected staff to stop
work until such time as the situation
passes, however, will be required to
pay the affected staff a minimum of
75% of their normal wages.

Also, note that the rules stated under
No Work No Pay and the provisions
of the above Section 75 only apply
to the temporary suspension of work
and do not apply to the situation
where the staff’s employment is
terminated.

• There is a necessity and a
significant cause for the employer
to take this step, such as the
employer’s business being
unable to operate as usual.

For example, the same hotel
operator wishes to make
employment suspension effective
on Thursday, April 16. In order to
accomplish this, the hotel operator
would be required to make a written
notification to the affected staff
and make a filing at its local Labor
Protection and Welfare Office by
Friday, April 10th.

For example, same situation as
above but the hotel permanently
closes and all staff whose work had
been temporarily suspended are now
laid off. Here the normal rules with
respect to payment of severance
and other termination compensation
would apply (compensation
calculated based upon employee’s
period of employment, current
wage rate, notice of termination
requirements, etc.) unless the
employer can demonstrate legal
cause for the termination.

• The employer elects to seek
temporary cessation of
operations on a whole or partial
basis.
• The employer must pay
employees throughout the entire
period of cessation.
• The cessation period depends
on the situation on a case-bycase basis. Once the previously
cited reason for cessation of
operations no longer exists,
the employer must resume
operations and employment.
For example, suppose a hotel
operator is forced to suspend
operations due to the fact that the
current crisis has caused a severe
reduction in travel and tourism and
occupancy at the hotel had dropped
to below 10%. In this situation the

Note that both No Work No Pay
and Section 75 both only allow
employers to reduce or suspend
wages on a temporary basis and,
after the crisis period has past, they
would be required to resume the
payment of normal wages to all staff.
For example, the health club
mentioned above suspends the
employment of all staff pursuant to
No Work No Pay / force majeure
for one month after which time the
government lifts the closure order
for health clubs. As of the time that
the government order is lifted, the
health club will be required to resume
paying all the employees who were
suspended at their normal wage rate.

Mike Doyle is a U.S. Lawyer and
Senior Partner with the Bangkok
based law firm Seri Manop & Doyle.
He may be reached at michael@
serimanop.com.
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This article is for general information purposes only and is not intended as specific tax advice. Please
consult your tax advisor for advice relevant to your situation.

For American Expats: A U.S. Tax
Form Checklist
By Peggy Creveling, CFA and Chad Creveling, CFA

I

t’s that time of year, when many
Americans living overseas are
collecting the various documents
needed to file their 2019 U.S. taxes.
Below we’ve provided an updated
checklist to help you with filing; this
list should be used as a starting point
only. Please note that U.S. citizens
and green card holders cannot “opt
out” of filing or paying U.S. federal
income tax even if they’re legally
residents in another country. More
detail on expat filing requirements as
well as the details of each form can
be found on the IRS website: www.
irs.gov.
• Revised Form 1040 and its
various Schedules. 2019 will
be the second tax filing year
using the revised Form 1040 that
was enacted at the end of 2017
via the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
(TCJA). By now it may seem more
familiar, but if not, take a look at
the 1040 Instructions to get an
idea of which schedules you may
need. Overall the tax brackets are
the same in 2019 as they were in
2018, although 2019 tax bracket
ranges are updated to account for
inflation.
• FinCEN 114—Report of
Foreign Bank and Financial
Accounts (FBAR). If you own
or have authority over one or
more foreign financial accounts,
including bank accounts,
brokerage accounts, mutual
funds, unit trusts, or other types
of financial accounts, and the
aggregate value of all your foreign
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financial accounts was over USD
10,000 at any time during the
year, you’re required to report all
foreign financial accounts (even
if some have zero or negative
balance) each year to the U.S.
Department of the Treasury. This
form must be filed online through
the BSA E-Filing System website.

deductions may be allowed in
2019 if you live in a high-cost
city. For example, the maximum
housing expense limitations are
higher for Bangkok (USD 59,000),
Hong Kong (USD 114,300),
Singapore (USD 82,900), Beijing
(USD 71,200) and Shanghai (USD
57,001).

• Schedule B-- Interest and
Ordinary Dividends. Importantly
for expats: besides reporting
interest and dividends, you must
file Schedule B if you have a
foreign bank or financial account
or signatory authority over one, or
if you received distributions from
or were guarantor of a foreign
trust. If any of those apply, file
the schedule and be sure to
check the “Yes” box in Part III
7a – according to the schedule
instructions this is required even
if you aren’t required to file the
FBAR or FinCEN Form 114
outlined above.

• Form 1116—Foreign Tax Credit
(FTC). If you’ve paid foreign taxes
on foreign income (either from
your salary or investments) and
you haven’t otherwise excluded
the income from your U.S. taxes,
you may be able to take a credit
against any U.S. taxes owed by
filing this form.

• Form 2555—Foreign Earned
Income and Housing
Exclusion. If you qualify, use
this form to exclude foreign
earned (salary) income of up
to USD 105,900 for 2019, as
well as potentially exclude or
deduct housing costs. The
standard maximum housing
expense limitation for 2019 is
USD 31,770. After deducting
the base housing cost of USD
16,944, the maximum standard
housing exclusion for 2019 is
USD 14,826. However, greater

• Should you take the Foreign
Earned Income Exclusion
(FEIE), or use the Foreign Tax
Credit (FTC)? If you’re a highincome earner in a high local tax
jurisdiction such as Thailand, you
may be able to save more in US
taxes if you use the FTC only,
rather than by using a combination
of the FEIE and FTC. This is even
more the case following the recent
tax cut – even though the FEIE
has gone up in USD terms, it is
now worth less in US tax dollars
savings, since lower US marginal
brackets now apply. It can pay
to calculate your US tax burden
under both FEIE and FTC to see
if FTC may be a better deal. Just
remember that once you revoke
the FEIE, you can’t use it again
for another 5 years without IRS
approval.

• Form 8938—Statement of
Foreign Financial Assets. U.S.
expats need to file Form 8938 for
tax year 2019 if your filing status
is Single, Head of Household, or
Married Filing Separately and you
had more than USD 200,000 in
aggregate specified foreign assets
on the last day of the year or
USD 300,000 at any time during
the year. U.S. expats who file
Married Filing Jointly need to file
Form 8938 if you have aggregate
specified foreign assets of USD
400,000 on the last day of the
year or USD 600,000 at any time
during the year. Some examples
of specified foreign assets
include:
-

-

-

-

-

-

Savings, deposit, checking,
and brokerage accounts held
with a bank or broker-dealer
Any interest in a foreign-issued
insurance contract or annuity
with a cash-surrender value
Stock or securities issued by a
foreign corporation
A note, bond, or debenture
issued by a foreign person
A partnership interest in a
foreign partnership
An interest in a foreign
retirement plan or deferred
compensation plan
Real estate that is owned
through a foreign entity, such
as a corporation, partnership,
trust, or estate
An option or other derivative
instrument with respect to
any of these examples or with
respect to any currency or
commodity that is entered into
with a foreign counterparty or
issuer
An interest in a foreign estate

For more information, see Basic
Questions and Answers on Form
8938.
• Form 8621—Information
Return for Passive Foreign
Investment Company (PFIC).
Passive foreign investment
companies (PFICs) can include
foreign-domiciled mutual funds,

offshore investment schemes,
foreign money market funds, or
resident country tax-deferred
funds such as Thai Retirement
Mutual Funds (RMFs) or LongTerm Equity Funds (LTFs). If you
own shares in a PFIC (either
directly or indirectly), you’re
generally required to file Form
8621 for each PFIC that you
own on an annual basis if the
aggregate value of all PFICs is
greater than USD 25,000 at year’s
end, or USD 50,000 for joint filers.
In some cases, your PFIC may
provide shareholders with a “PFIC
Annual Information Statement.” This
statement allows you to elect qualified
electing fund (QEF) treatment on
Form 8621, resulting in U.S. taxation
similar to a U.S.-domiciled mutual
fund. If your PFIC does not provide
this statement, your options are
to either elect “mark-to-market”
treatment or otherwise default to the
more onerous “excess distribution”
rules, which results in the highest
amount of U.S. tax owed. PFIC rules
and tax calculations are complex—
seeking help from a professional tax
preparer well-versed in the form is
advisable.
• Form 5471—Information
Return of U.S. Person with
Respect to Certain Foreign
Corporations. If you’re a
shareholder of a controlled
foreign corporation (CFC), you
must file this form and all related
schedules. A foreign company
is generally classified as a CFC
if you own 10% of the shares or
control 10% of the voting rights.
American expats who own
foreign registered businesses or
significant stakes in restaurants,
bars, or other companies may
need to file this form. Note that
from 2018, Form 5471 has
been amended to include a
number of changes caused
by the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act.
Everything about Form 5471
is even more complicated,
including the tests for whether
you must file the form, as well

as the form and its numerous
required schedules and
footnotes. Penalties for non-filing
are high. If you think you may
need to file Form 5471, and to
make sure that it is completed
correctly, it may make sense to
seek professional advice.
• Form 8992 U.S. Shareholder
Calculation of Global
Intangible Low-Taxed Income
(GILTI) Beyond 2017’s Section
965 “Transition Tax” outlined
below, the Tax Cuts and Jobs
Act requires U.S. taxpayers who
are 10% or greater shareholders
of CFCs to pay current year
tax on certain types of income
from their CFC, regardless of
whether the income is distributed
or repatriated. The GILTI tax is
calculated using Form 8992.
Like Form 5471 and Section
965 Transition tax, Form 8992
is complicated. Shareholders
of CFC’s may wish to consult a
qualified tax advisor.
• Section 965 - One-time
Transition Tax for shareholders
of foreign corporations The
Tax Cuts and Jobs Act included
a one-time “transition tax” for
US taxpayers who own 10%
or more in a foreign company
on the undistributed retained
earnings of the company as of 31
December 2017. The tax, or at
least an installment of it, was due
to be paid in 2018 and additional
documentation and statements
related to the transition tax was
to be included in the 2017 1040
filing. If you missed this, you may
wish to consult a qualified tax
advisor to revise your 2017 (and
2018) taxes.
• Form 926—Return of a U.S.
Transferor of Property to a
Foreign Corporation. Generally,
you are required to file this form
in the year you transfer cash,
assets, or property (tangible or
intangible) to a foreign corporation.
U.S. citizens either just setting up
and providing initial capital to a
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foreign business or injecting fresh
capital/new assets to an existing
business may need to file this
form.
• Form 8865—Information
Return of U.S. Persons with
Respect to Certain Foreign
Partnerships. If you’re a partner
in a foreign partnership with five
or fewer U.S. partners who each
own 10% or more interest and in
aggregate have more than 50% of
the partnership, you may need to
file this form to report income and
transactions between you and the
partnership.
• Form 3520—Annual Return
to Report Transactions with
Foreign Trusts and Receipt of
Certain Foreign Gifts. This form
is used to report transactions you
may have with foreign trusts, as
well as if you receive large gifts
from foreign persons (greater than
USD 100,000), or corporations
or partnerships (greater than USD
16,388 for 2019).

• Form 3520A—Information
Return of Foreign Trust with a
U.S. Owner. If you own a foreign
trust, you need to file this form
to provide information about the
trust, its U.S. beneficiaries, and
anyone who’s treated as an owner
of any portion of the trust.
• No Longer Needed: Form
8965—Health Coverage
Exemptions. For 2019 and
future years, the Affordable Care
Act (ACA)’s Shared Responsibility
Payment (also called the health
care “mandate” or “penalty”)
no longer applies at the federal
level. Therefore, US expat
taxpayers are no longer required
to file Form 8965 to request an
exemption from having health
coverage.
The above list is not intended to
be comprehensive, and other
forms may be needed depending
on your particular situation. Failure
to file required forms can result in
substantial penalties, even if the

omission was not intentional. Please
consult your tax advisor for advice
relevant to your situation.
This article is a revised and
updated version of ones that have
appeared previously on www.
crevelingandcreveling.com .

Creveling & Creveling Private Wealth
Advisory helps Thailand’s expatriate
community achieve their financial
goals through the development of
customized financial planning and
investment strategies. We work in
partnership with our clients helping
them to make smart financial decisions,
take control of their finances and
ultimately achieve financial security.

American Chamber of Commerce in
Thailand Foundation
(ATF)

SPONSOR-A-STUDENT
30,000 THB

90,000 THB

Every Baht helps.
Help us empower the future of Thailand's workforce!
sheree@amchamthailand.com
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Business Startup in Thailand
By Benjamin W. Hart

S

etting up a small (or large)
business in Thailand is a
complex process and the
specific circumstances of a
given business’s situation will often
dictate the methodology by which
a Thai company is registered and
licensed or certified.

Issues Surrounding Foreign
Ownership
A major question to ask before
undertaking any sort of legal work
related to a business incorporation
in Thailand is: what is the nationality
of the business owner(s)? Nationality
can play a major part in the company
registration process in Thailand,
especially for Americans. Thailand and
the United States maintain a bilateral
Treaty called the U.S.-Thai Treaty of
Amity and pursuant to the provisions
of this Treaty, Americans and
American companies doing business
in Thailand can be certified so as
to be granted “national treatment”.
This designation is legally important
because companies with “national
treatment” in Thailand are treated,
notwithstanding legislation such as
the Foreign Business Act, as if they
were Thai companies. Therefore, such
entities can do business in the same
manner as their Thai counterparts.
Whereas the foreign business laws of
Thailand may require businesses of
other nationalities to maintain a 49%
to 51% foreign-to-Thai ownership
ratio, Amity Treaty certified companies
can be 100% American owned and
operated.
It is noteworthy that the Board of
Investment (BOI) in Thailand can
provide a great number of benefits to
many foreign business enterprises,
including foreign business licensure
notwithstanding non-American
nationality. Benefits of BOI promotion
include, but are not limited to: tax
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holidays, work permit and visa
concessions, along with other
financial benefits which can be a
boon to many startup businesses
especially in the tech sector.
Nuts and Bolts of Corporate
Setup
There are a number of issues which
must be taken into consideration when
forming a new business. A major
issue in Thai business incorporation
is registered capital. Unlike the United
States, or other similar jurisdictions,
Thai companies do not resemble
limited liability companies or limited
companies in the USA and UK,
respectively. Thai limited companies
are more akin to so-called INC
companies or C-corps in the USA.
Therefore, the formalities associated
with these structures are more
complex than some are accustomed
to. One such formality is registered
capitalization, the shareholders in
a given enterprise must contribute
funds in proportion to their ownership
interest in the company.
Another issue is address registration.
Companies in Thailand must
maintain a corporate domicile. The

coordinates of such a domicile must
be registered with the Ministry of
Commerce’s Department of Business
Development. Corporate domicile is
important and can prove problematic
as many types of tax certification
may require a specifically tailored
corporate domicile.
For example, certification for Thai
Value Added Tax (also known as
VAT) may be necessary for a new
business in Thailand, although it may
be wise to ascertain if the company
in question is required to have such
certification as a VAT certificate may
not be necessary for companies
which do not reach a certain revenue
threshold. Meanwhile, work permit
and visa issues may involve matters
pertaining to corporate domicile as
photos of the workplace must be
presented when seeking extension
of business visa status and/or work
authorization.
SMART Visas
Before dealing with standard Thai
visas and work permits, it is worth
noting that Thai authorities have
created a new type of visa specifically
designed to attract investment

in sectors related to technology,
biotech, AI, big data, as well as other
IP-centric endeavors. The specific
visa designation depends upon the
facts of a given case. However, the
label for this new visa category is: the
Thailand SMART Visa.
Without going into too much detail
as this topic could be an article
unto itself, the Thailand SMART
Visa combines visa and work permit
status, so the visa holder has their
work authorization issued with their
visa. Concurrently, those issued
SMART visas are generally provided
with a longer duration of lawful
status. In short, the SMART visa is
an optimal status for those looking
to make substantial investment in
sophisticated industries in Thailand.
Visa and Work Permit Issues
for Small and Medium
Enterprises (SME)
A major concern for many small
business startups in Thailand is

work permit and visa maintenance
for foreign owners and staff. There
are a number of prerequisites which
must be met before a company
can be eligible to act as a sponsor
for a Thai business visa and work
permit. In some cases, there can
be “Catch-22” scenarios which can
arise with regard to visa issuance
and work permit application in the
early phases of incorporation and
business setup.
For example, the employment
preauthorization referred to as WP3
is being increasingly required by Thai
Embassies and Consulates abroad
before a Thai business visa will be
issued. However, a company must
effectively be fully up-and-running
in order for such a document to be
issued. This can prove to be quite
the conundrum for the recently
incorporated SME.
In most instances, there are solutions
to such vexatious circumstances, but
sometimes it may be necessary to

seek professional assistance in order
to overcome these initial problems.
In many cases, it may be a prudent
course of action to seek such
assistance prior to incorporation in
order to ensure that the company
registration process proceeds in
such a way that such problems are
forestalled.

Benjamin W. Hart is an American
attorney-at-law, a naturalized Thai
citizen, and the Managing Director
of Integrity Legal a law office in
Bangkok, Thailand. For more
information please see www.integritylegal.com or www.legal.co.th.

Access AMCHAM's Membership
Directory to find highly trusted
business organizations in Thailand.
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Entrapment in Cartoon-Character
Copyright Infringement
By Kannicha Wungmuthitakul

L

oi Krathong is one of the most
popular festivals in Thailand,
taking place across the country
every year in November, in
which people gather at night to
release elaborately decorated candlefloats called krathong into bodies
of water. Although normally a joyful
occasion, an incident during 2019’s
Loi Krathong unexpectedly brought
copyright infringement to the fore.
The issue revolved around a 15-yearold girl living in Nakhon Ratchasima
province, who was making krathong
and selling them online. A man
contacted the teenage seller via
social media, and ordered 136
krathong decorated with Japanese
cartoon characters, for the upcoming
festival. When she delivered the
krathong as instructed, the man was
waiting with the police and informed
the seller that he was a copyright
agent for a Thai company acting for
the copyright owner of Japanese
cartoon characters in Thailand. The
girl was escorted to the police station,
where the man demanded damages
of THB 50,000 in exchange for not
filing legal charges based on the
alleged copyright infringement.
Understandably, the case raised
many legal issues regarding
entrapment in copyright infringement
cases and was a much-discussed
topic in Thai news and on social
media.
Entrapment
Using a pretext or test purchase
of alleged infringing products, for
the purpose of gathering evidence
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to assess actual infringement or to
obtain details about the infringer,
is an accepted practice. The act
of entrapment, on the other hand,
occurs when a law enforcement
agent improperly induces a person to
commit a criminal offense.
There are Thai Supreme Court
precedents ruling that a plaintiff who
acquires evidence by entrapment—
whereby a defendant is duped into
committing a criminal offense—cannot
be regarded as an injured party
entitled to prosecute the defendant.
In Supreme Court case Microsoft
Corporation v. First Comp System
Co., Ltd. et al., the plaintiff secured
evidence of infringement by sending
an investigator to purchase a
personal computer, specifically asked
for unlicensed software owned by the
plaintiff to be installed, without being
offered the software otherwise. The
Supreme Court ruled that this method
was a form of entrapment, because
the plaintiff’s investigator chose to
have the unlicensed software installed
on the computer for the purpose
of prosecuting the defendants.
According to the Supreme Court in
this case, the plaintiff caused the third
defendant (i.e., the seller) to commit
a criminal offense. As a result, the
plaintiff could not be regarded as the
injured party in this case.
In the krathong characters case, the
teenager argued that she normally
produces flower-patterned krathong.
The girl further asserted that, in this
particular case, she agreed to the
customer’s order for specifically
designed krathong to be adorned

with copyrighted cartoon characters.
However, the man claiming to
be an authorized representative
argued that he did not lure the
girl into the copyright violation, as
the girl previously posted on the
Facebook page that she would be
able to produce krathong decorated
with various patterns, including
copyrighted cartoon characters.
The krathong characters case has
indeed highlighted the need to draw
the line between entrapment of an
innocent person and investigation
of a criminal by purchasing sample
wares. Based on Thai Supreme
Court rulings, a copyright infringer
must be held liable for their
offense, unless their action lacked
free will and occurred as a direct
result of the inducement. This
principle is the basis for a strong
but fair mechanism of copyright
enforcement in Thailand.

Kannicha Wungmuthitakul is an
attorney-at-law in Tilleke & Gibbins’
intellectual property group in
Bangkok. She advises brand owners
on the full range of trademark matters,
in addition to protecting their IP rights
through the formulation of effective
enforcement strategies. She can be
contacted at kannicha.w@tilleke.com.
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COVID-19 and Thai Employment
Law Consideration
By Robert Krupica and Poramet Tantavet

T

he daily headlines and
reports are stanchly clear:
COVID-19, as it has been
medically labeled after law
being referring to simply as the “novel
corona virus”, is now for all intents and
purposes a pandemic as the World
Health Organization has called it,
reaching nearly all parts of the planet
and touching all aspects of life in just
about 3 months’ time from the first
documented and publicized infection.
In China, where the first reports of
the virus originated, it appears the
country is on the mend after strict
government restrictions on travel
and social gathering. However, total
infections there and in South Korea
remain high, with many restrictions
remain in place. In Italy, Germany,
Switzerland, and France reports
of new infections appear to be on
the rise as the virus has apparently
moved its current epicenter to
Europe. And in the United States,
the threat of the COVID-19 virus
has ostensibly caused several
professional sports leagues to shut
down and the outright closure of
even Disneyworld, in a global effort to
prevent the spread of the virus and
the illnesses it causes.
Thailand as of March 16, when
this piece was written, has mostly
remained out of the limelight of the
virus’ path, being relatively fortuitous
in comparison to other places. It is
nonetheless clear that the people of
Thailand and the government must
remain vigilant and on alert, and
will implement sensible precautions
necessary in order to prevent the
rampant spread of COVID-19
throughout Thailand’s populace and
large tourism-based industry. A
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severe increase in infection rates
in Thailand would potentially leave
an indelible negative mark on an
economy which largely relies on
exports and tourism generated
revenues. Without doubt, the
virus’ global economic impact
could negatively affect all national
economies, including the Kingdom’s,
which has seen a large-scale
reduction year-on-year in tourist
arrivals due to self-quarantine and
travel restrictions mostly originating
from mainland China.
It is therefore very possible in the
coming months as economies are
impacted due to COVID-19 that
local businesses, especially small to
medium enterprises (SMEs), could
feel the economic pinch. This may
in turn lead businesses to consider
how they can reduce costs during
the draught, including by mulling over
letting employees go or reducing
employees’ salaries or benefits.
However, what legal rights do
employers in Thailand have to take
such actions against employees
under these circumstances? Much
can be said in the way of businesses
attempting to escape contractual
obligations by asserting so-called
“Force Majeure” clauses in times
of uncontrolled epidemics, but do
employers have any similar legal
defenses in times like these?
The Short Answer Is –
Not Really.
The Labor Protection Act of Thailand
(1998) has long been since its
enactment been highly protective of
laborers in Thailand and does not
make serious distinction between

large businesses and SMEs. There
is no specific exemption from the
confines of the Labor Protection
Act of Thailand that allows Thai
businesses to lay-off or reduce
salaries or benefits of employees in
a time of economic turn down due
to pandemic or epidemic, even if the
economic turn down is so severe
it causes a particular business to
not be able to meet its financial
obligations or employment salaries.
Indeed, taking any action to reduce
the compensation or benefits of an
employee or to wholly lay them off
due to COVID-19 without legal cause
(which does not include epidemics),
could trigger legal liabilities on the
business to pay severance and
potentially even unlawful discharge
damages and compensation in
view of the circumstances with
the epidemic making employment
more difficult in a down market.
Businesses therefore need to be
very diligent not to inadvertently
trigger these legal liabilities and an
interim employment strategy tailored
for these circumstances will be
necessary to see through the worst
of the COVID-19 impact.
So, What Can a Business
Owner Do in Times Like
These?
1. Prepare an interim employment
strategy and attempt to discuss
the impact of the pandemic on
the commerciality of business with
your staff where sensible. Unless
you are in serious need of new
team members, put a complete
halt to new employment and if
possible withdraw existing offers
that have not been accepted.
Business owners may find that

with notice to employees, and
during the suspension period
pay not less than 75% of each
person’s salary for the temporary
period. Obviously, electing to
suspend a business under this
section would require careful
contingency planning and costbenefit analysis.
5. If there are no other options
available, calculate legal
severance for employees the
business wishes to discharge,
and try to negotiate and obtain
consent from such employees
individually to leave the business
without payment or with part
payment of the severance. Taking
this action is not without legal
risk, but some businesses may
be so hard pressed economically
under the current circumstances
that there are no other options
other than to try to discuss
and negotiate exit terms with
employees.
some employees are willing to
compromise on their benefits for a
short period of time, and obtaining
written consent from an employee
may help alleviate legal liability. It
is simply not clear how long the
world economy will have to wait
through COVID-19, and having
a robust interim employment
strategy is prudent for any
businessperson.
2. Ensure that you have a policy
in place to deal with any staff
infections in your business.
Pursuant to the Announcement of
the Ministry of Public Health Re:
Name and Significant Symptoms
of Dangerous Communicable
Diseases (No 3) under Section
31(4) the Communicable
Diseased Act (2015), an employer
must notify the disease control
officer (CDC) in the event any
employee is suspected of being
infected of any epidemic disease
such as COVID-19. The CDC
officer they may order a quarantine
of the impacted person(s). Under
law, the quarantined person’s

salary will be required to be paid
up to the maximum statutory 30
days “sick leave.”
3. Consider proposing that, where
possible, employees work
from home in order to prevent
the spread of the virus in the
workplace, especially following
the discovery of any employee
who is or has been infected
with COVID-19. In this day and
age, many professions can be
carried out from homes for a
short-period of time, and this is,
depending on your business,
potentially a good way to strike a
fair balance between protection of
staff and continuation of business
operations.
4. Where the potential loss of
business is so severe (i.e. tourism
industries), it might be worthwhile
for the business owner to consider
a temporary business suspension.
Under Section 75 of the Labor
Protection Act (1998) a business
owner may elect to suspend
business operations temporarily

All in all, businesses must be careful
not to use COVID-19 as a reason
to discharge or layoff employees,
or to reduce their compensation or
benefits, as Thai employment laws
and regulations do not provide any
special exception to legal liability
in these circumstances. However,
carefully considering how to
implement an interim strategy should
be effective in minimizing legal risk
and potentially reducing costs in
difficult times.

Robert Krupica is a partner at Hughes
Krupica, an international law firm
with offices in Phuket specializing in
Real Estate, Hospitality, Corparate,
Commercial, Transnational Investment
Structuring and Dispute Resolution.
Poramet Tantavet is a Thai attorneyat-law and an associate in Hughes
Krupica. Mr. Tantavet specializes
in litigation and dispute resolution,
including in relation to employement
matters.
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Special Updates

The COVID-19 Outbreak and
its Impact on 2020 Hotel
Performance
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As March came to a close and
Phuket’s number of confirmed
COVID-19 cases surpassed 50,
restrictions were introduced to
prevent people and vehicles from
leaving and entering the island. These
measures are likely to bring further
declines before their current end date
of 30 April, and a key question as the
month progresses is how Thailand
will handle another significant test of
its resilience?
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translates to sizeable declines in both markets and, likely, the worst is yet to come.

About STR
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Special Updates

AMCHAM Treasurer’s Report
2019 Audited Financial Statement
On page 32-33 you will find the Chamber’s financial statements. The statements were prepared by PKF
Audit (Thailand) Ltd. with the following unqualified opinion: “In my opinion, the accompanying financial
statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the chamber at 31, December
2018 and its financial performance for the year then ended in accordance with the Thai Financial
Reporting Standard for Non-Publicly Accountable Entities. (TFRS for NPAEs)

SUMMARY

3. Other Income

In 2018, operating activities for the Chamber resulted in
a net deficit of 3.7 million Baht. This compares to a net
loss in 2017 of 1 million Baht, and was higher than our
projected deficit of 2.7 million Baht. The primary driver of
the net deficit in 2018 was one-time expenses related to
a donation to the Great & Good Exhibition, costs related
to our Executive Director departure and new hire, the
implementation of a new CRM system and website, higher
than estimated fees for regular meetings (including the
2018 strategy session), and lower than estimated income
for advertising.

Included in this is all event activity, social events,
promotional items, gains/loss on exchange rate, etc.
Overall, proceeds were down 28%. Significant items to
note under Other Income:

REVENUES
1. Membership
Membership has decreased in the last 3 years since
peaking in 2014, however it is a current priority to
increase membership in 2019. Current membership
stands at 648 companies.
2. Subscriptions & Advertising
Advertising revenue was down significantly in 2018.
Changes to the types of online advertising available is
responsible. The Chamber did not collect fourth quarter
income with the change in website and CRM system
in order to deliver on all offers within the calendar year.
New offerings are now available using our new platform
for 2019.
Bank Interest
Slight decrease due to changes in interest rates.
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i. Meetings: Committee meetings did not
result in a surplus but did achieve higher than
anticipated income.
ii. Special Events & Programs: There were
no special events or trade missions in 2018
to result is large event proceeds. Myanmar
Chamber is now fully self-sufficient.
iii. Governors Ball: The ball resulted in net
proceeds of 2.1 million Baht, which also
matched 2017’s income.
iv. Social Activities: Includes the sports activities
and the Independence Day picnic. All
proceeds from this category are transferred
to the Foundation and show up as part of the
Foundation Expense. This was budgeted at 1.5
million Baht and almost reached the target, at a
contribution of 1.4 million baht.
v. Miscellaneous Income: In 2017, this included
a 1.8 million Baht service charge to AMCHAM
Myanmar for membership and administrative
services provided by AMCHAM Thailand,
which we did not receive in 2018. We did
continue to receive 100K Baht in proceeds from
sponsorship of the Citibank Board room.

EXPENSES
1. Employee Costs: Salary costs for three employees
now on contract due to age have been moved to
the professional fees line of the income statement. If
they were included in the salary line, the figure was
on par with budget.
2. Entertainment & Meetings: Up from 2017 and is
higher than budget due to an early 2018 strategy
session as requested by the Board of Governors.

movement from salary line to professional fees for
contract staff.
11. Dues & Subscriptions: (Includes U.S. Chamber,
Board of Trade and APCAC). Below both budget
and prior year, reflecting favorable foreign exchange
effects.
12. Depreciation: On par with prior year and budget.

3. Lunch Coupon Redemptions: Matched both budget
and last year’s redemption.

13. Other Expenses: The most significant drivers of
the increase from prior year and relative to budget is
the Great & Good Donation of 500K Baht and costs
related to the change of executive director.

4. Office Rent & Utilities: Slightly above both budget
and prior year, budget should be increased to 2.7
million as these are relatively fixed costs.

BALANCE SHEET

5. Publications & Media: This category includes costs
associated with producing the T-AB magazine and
Handbook directory. This was lower than budget
only because issue 4 of T-AB was produced in
2019 and we produced two fewer issues than the
previous year.

Assets

6. Communications, Stationary Printing & Postage:
Reduced by another 7% and now meeting budgeted
figure.

LIABILITIES

7. Transportation & Travel: Much lower than
anticipated due to not attending the Washington
door-knock.
8. Insurance: Higher than budget but may not need
adjustment as premium should be lower in 2019.
9. Computer Service: Much higher than prior years
due to overlap in old provider and new. This is a one
time increase in spend and 2019 that was budgeted
for.
10. Professional Fees: Major increase due to

1. Current Assets declined by 3.75 million Baht due to:
a. 3.75 million Baht deficit for 2018 operations

1. Unearned Income of 9.3 million Baht reflect
membership dues collected in advance for 2019.
2. Accrued Expenses include amounts owing for
events held in Nov and Dec and paid by credit card
and salary withholding tax and social security:
a. 823,646 in withholding and social security.
b. 1,165,726 in Citibank credit card charges for
CSR, Eggnog and Jazzy lunch among other
smaller amounts owed.
3. Non-current liabilities include employee benefit
obligations of 4.7 million Bah.
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Special Updates

The American Chamber Of Commerce In Thailand
Annual Financial Statements And Audit Report Of Certified Public Accountant
For The Year Ended December 31, 2019
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Special Updates

2019 Report of the American Chamber
Of Commerce In Thailand Foundation
On page 36-37 you will find the financial statements for the American Chamber of Commerce in Thailand
Foundation. The statements were prepared by PKF Audit (Thailand) Ltd. with the following unqualified opinion: “In
my opinion, the accompanying financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of
the foundation at 31, December 2019 and its financial performance for the year then ended in accordance with
the Thai Financial Reporting Standard for Non-Publicly Accountable Entities. (TFRS for NPAEs)

1. SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

4. OTHER FUNDRAISING

In 2019 the Foundation granted 125 scholarships
to Thai students at 26 universities in Thailand; total
contribution by the Foundation was Baht 3,125
million (2018: 174 scholarships at 31 universities; total
contribution Baht 4.25 million). Usual amount of each
scholarship is Baht 25,000.

- Governors Ball proceeds donation organized by the
Chamber’s Community Engagement Committee of
Baht 1.57 million (2018: Baht 1.66 million).

The annual FedEx Career Camp brought 42 graduating
scholarship students from 14 universities nationwide
to Bangkok in August 2019 for a four days program to
prepare them for future careers (2018: 43 graduating
scholarship students from 15 universities participated).
The Orientation Camp for 29 new entry students for
2019 was postponed until 31 January -2 February
2020. (63 scholarship students participated in the camp
in 2018). Students in this camp learn about financial
planning, community service, and key life skills.

2. ADOPT-A-SCHOOL PROGRAM
In 2019 the Foundation received 49 donations for the
Adopt-a-School Program, in total amount of Baht
911,800 (2018: 32 donations, total Baht 939,000).
During 2019 Baht 920,350 (2018: Baht 1.1 million) was
expended by the Foundation for 2 Adopt-a-School
projects (2018: 9 projects) which were funded by
donations of Baht 911,800 (2018: Baht 939,000).
Adopt-a-School projects for schools in Thailand in 2019
include construction and renovation of school buildings,
including, classrooms, provision of school supplies.

- The Chamber’s Young Professionals Committee
donated Baht 119,800 (2018: Baht 111,000) from its
monthly networking events.
- Donations received at the Chamber’s social
networking nights totaled Baht 347,000 (2018: Baht
274,000).
- The Chamber’s Memorial Day and Thanksgiving Day
Golf Tournaments proceeds donation, organized by
the Chamber’s Sports Committee, of Baht 946,000
(2018: Baht 880,000).
- The Independence Day Picnic, organized by the
Chamber’s Independence Day and Community
Projects Council, generated a donation of Baht
697,000 (2018: Baht 641,000).
- The Chamber’s ChariBowl Tournament proceeds
donation, organized by the Chamber’s Sports
Committee, of Baht 296,000 was received by
Foundation (2018: Baht 292,000).
- There were no donations received in 2019 for
Student Camp funding (2018 Baht 540,000)
- Donations for Scholarship Program funding 320,000
Baht. (2018 Baht 176,000)
- Miscellaneous donations to the Foundation totaled
Baht 36,000 (2018: Baht 41,000).

3. OTHER CONTRIBUTION
The Foundation contributed Baht 47,670 to the Human
Development Foundation raised at the Annual Festive
Eggnog Party (2018: Baht 50,390).
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Special Updates

American Chamber Of Commerce In Thailand Foundation
Annual Financial Statements And Audit Report Of Certified Public Accountant
For The Year Ended December 31, 2019
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Letter from the Executive Director

Looking forward into the next quarter, we are all
hoping things will improve and we will be allowed to
congregate again. Whether we shake hands when
we meet or opt for elbow bumps and wais, remains
to be seen. I know I’m certainly looking forward to
getting back to our active events calendar and all
the meetings we have each day at AMCHAM to
help facilitate business in this community. In the
coming months, the postponed AGM will be held,
Independence Day will be celebrated a bit differently
this year, the Governors Ball will be fantastic, the
CSR survey will start for the ACE awards and the
nomination committee will start soliciting candidates for
the 2021 Board of Governors.
Dear Members,
I hope you are enjoying the first T-AB of 2020. The first
three months of this year have given us experiences
we never expected to have. When we resume a more
familiar pace of life, as we are sure we eventually will,
we expect that the Kingdom of Thailand will again
welcome an influx of visitors and business activity.
AMCHAM is keeping calm and AMCHAMing on, as
one of our members so perfectly stated early in March,
when we made the first difficult decision to postpone
our in-person events. We quickly re-organized many
of them into webinar or video conferencing format and
attendance was greater than it would have been had
we held these functions in person. The team and I
have learned new skills, implemented and tested our
Business Continuation Plan, and have been busier
than ever connecting members who have out of the
ordinary requests as we deal with our rapidly changing
environment.

The world will no doubt be a different place by then
and instability can be challenging for us all. However, I
am sure that the AMCHAM community will be stronger.
We are connecting with each other online in ways that
wouldn’t have happened had business operated as
usual this year, and we will carry these connections
and platforms forward even after the critical period has
passed. I hope that the new networks AMCHAM and
our members have created will be valuable to you in
the future as you lead your companies through these
turbulent times.
Stay in touch, stay healthy and stay kind to each other.
Sincerely,

Heidi Gallant
Executive Director

2020 HIGHER TIER MEMBERS
PLATINUM

GOLD

SILVER
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2020 AMCHAM Governors Ball

Thai Temple
Fair

If you would like to donate to
the silent auction please contact
Sheree at
sheree@amchamthailand.com
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In the Spotlight

In the Spotlight highlights AMCHAM’s leadership; including board governors, committee and
council co-chairs, and members.

Tibor Pandi
Tibor Pandi is the Country Head and Citi Country Officer of Citi Thailand. He oversees Citi’s business
activity in Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar and was earlier appointed the Country Head of Citi Romania
before the addition of the role as Corporate Banking Head for CE5 countries.
Describe your journey with AMCHAM as a Board of
Governor.
I have served as a board governor for Amcham Romania
before and been privileged to be part of the family for years.
Learning from that experience, I was keen to be on the
AMCHAM Board in Thailand. I feel honored to represent the
interests of our members and for the opportunity to work
together with an amazing group of business leaders across
many sectors. There is an exchange of learning and sharing
experiences that helps us do better work for our companies
and clients. Through our concerted efforts we achieve the
Board of Governors’ mission of helping every AMCHAM
member company. If we achieve this, I feel we have done
what we were elected to do.
What are some of the current challenges and
trends of the Thai banking industry?
From the macro standpoint, some of the challenges will be
Thailand’s slowing economy that is impacting almost all sectors of business. Lower interest rates hurt profitability of the
banking sector and thus, impede investment in new technologies, transformation and cyber security, and increasing
competition in digital banking with fintech entrants. Epidemics
such as COVID-19, put into spotlight the preparedness of
companies to swiftly respond to challenges in order to maintain business continuity.
While crises such as the COVID-19 induced situations will
pass, there are also many opportunities and macro trends
that will continue to drive the growth of Asia. Digital disruption and Internet of Things are transforming how banks do
business and interact with their clients, driving new business
models, and new services filling completely new needs.
Old jobs continue to be replaced by a myriad of new ones,
fueling tremendous need and competition for new talent. In
order to stay competitive, Thailand will need to respond to
this technological revolution and prepare the future workforce
with adaptability and requisite creativity.
As new tech giants continue to disrupt the financial industry, how is Citi embracing these transformations and helping consumers adopt new
technologies?
It is an exciting time to be a part of the digital transformation facing the financial services industry. There’s been an
evolution in the way we engage with fintechs, breaking away
from the notion of threat, to partnering more deeply to tackle
challenges. As a firm, Citi is investing annually on technology
across both the institutional and consumer businesses, to
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ensure we can innovate in this space. Through our global
brands, we are scaling new initiatives, investing in startups
and piloting new technologies. We are constantly seeking
ways to digitize everything from on-boarding to self-service
execution and analytics, and experimenting with big data to
understand analytical issues.
What do you love most about living in Thailand?
Expats like to talk about the people, food, nature, seaside
when they try to pick the “best of Thailand”. But there are
so many things to see, so many things happening, so many
people to meet, so many restaurants and islands and mountains to visit. For me, the sheer multitude of simultaneous
experiences, all in one place is what I like the most. It is the
never-ending buzz and vibrancy of this place that stands out
like nothing else.
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In the Spotlight

Tipwadee V. Thaisiri
Tipwadee V. Thaisiri is the Lead Advisor, Government and Public Affairs at Chevron Asia South SBU.

What made you volunteer for a leadership
role at AMCHAM?
I got an invitation last year from two former Trade
and Investment Committee Co-chairs: Anutra
Sinchaipanich, MSD and Kwanjit Sudsawad,
Seagate. As it sounded like an opportunity to get
more involved in AMCHAM Committees’ great
work, it was an easy and right decision for me to
agree and volunteer to co-lead TIC.
As a lead Corporate Affairs advisor
at Chevron, what has been your most
challenging project at work? What were
your learnings?
I love working for Chevron because of the
opportunity to do many interesting things, so it is
quite difficult to pick a single example. The most
recent project as part of my current responsibility
is to lead the communications strategy for two of
Chevron’s social investment programs in Thailand:
a 7-year, US$ 35 million ‘Chevron Enjoy Science’
and ‘A Journey Inspired by the King’, a project to
promote sustainable practices in water-land-forest
resource management that is now in its eighth
consecutive year. The major learning, I take from
these projects is that time and effort working
with your partners and stakeholders is the
key to success. At the end of the day,
the relationships you create and the
people whose lives you touch are the
most powerful and real demonstration
of a deep commitment to supporting
our communities.
In your leadership role on
the Trade and Investment
Committee at AMCHAM,
what are your plans for
2020?
We recently welcomed three new
Co-chairs: Maarten, Souvik and Noah.
They are fun to work with and full of great
initiatives. This year TIC will deepen our
focus on key trade and investment issues
of AMCHAM members’ interest.
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Ryan Guffey, PhD
AMCHAM Interview with Ryan Guffey PhD, Rector of Webster University

Tell us a bit about your vision for Webster University?
Having been established over a century ago in the American
heartland, Webster University is viewed as one of the world’s
leading higher education institutions with campuses in multiple locations across the globe: the original St Louis campus,
Geneva, Leiden, Shanghai, and others. Each campus seeks
to focus on the local topics and needs, while fostering global
citizenship principles. In the case of Thailand, I very much
want to see WUT as a leader in fostering a globally-oriented
teaching and learning environment that drives life-long industry preparedness.
How has AMCHAM helped Webster University grow
this year?
I recall three events impactful events: the CSR Committee,
the Young Professional Networking, and the Bowling Tournaments. The CSR Committee reminded us that we all have
the responsibility to make an impact, not just within our own
organization-but outside as well. The YPC Networking provided an excellent platform to engage in curricular discussions.
The tournament was simply a fun event. I highlight these
events because they represent the wide range of efforts that
AMCHAM continually organizes.
What impact has joining AMCHAM had on Webster?
AMCHAM and Webster share a common origin and objective. We started in the U.S. and sought to expand and foster
connections within Thailand. AMCHAM sets the stage that
is essential for these partnerships. As the only American
university in Thailand, it’s highly appealing to be a member of
an organization that brings high-quality organizations together.
A significant number of our students and faculty are from the
United States. When our students or employees participate
in events like the Independence Day Picnic, they feel like
Thailand is their home away from home.
How would you describe the education environment
in Thailand and how is it different from other Asian
countries?
The academic environment is unique because it has such a
rich history that it is adapting to changing demands of a globalized world. The higher education institutions in Thailand are
attracting people from throughout the world. Additionally, the
nation provides a plethora of extra-curricular and career-oriented opportunities that complement what is taught within the
classrooms. Further, Thailand hosts many headquarters for
non-government organizations like the UN South Asia Headquarters, tech-giants such as Google, and business organizations and research bodies. From a nationalist perspective,
one of the primary goals of education is economic capacity
building Recently, I read an article in the Bangkok Post about
the need for improved English education in Thailand. The

publication pointed out that there will be 2 billion English
learners this year. In response, in 2020, Webster University
Thailand will be starting its Masters in Teaching English as a
Second Language.
Give us a few examples of fostering diversity and
inclusivity at Webster University.
Our study body represents the diversity of Webster. We have
students from over 60 countries. When students come to
Webster, they find their peers expose them to perspectives,
histories, and philosophies they have likely not experienced
on their own. One practice that we have kept constant is our
partnerships with other institutions and academic programs.
We recognize that cross-culture and interdisciplinary studies
are a fantastic way to advance one’s knowledge and appreciation of the world.
As an educator what has been your most valuable
accomplishment?
That is an easy answer. Being at a graduation ceremony,
seeing the graduates walk across the stage, is always the
most valuable accomplishment. Now, if they come back
some years later and share how our university helped them
achieve their dreams, well, that conversation might be just as
sweet.
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January Events Roundup

Human Resources and Legal Committees:

Joint HR and Legal Committee
Event on Labor Law Updates
On Jan 14th, AMCHAM Thailand’s
HR and Legal Committee hosted a
joint event on Labor Law Updates:
Employee Termination and
Reducing Your Risk, kicking off the
first AMCHAM event of 2020 at the
Westin Grande Sukhumvit.
As technology continues to
disrupt, companies respond by
reorganizing to adapt and survive.
This increasingly brings the issue
of severance and termination into
sharp focus, meaning the legal
landscape has never been more
complex for employers in Thailand.
With rapid development across
many industries, it is therefore
critical that businesses keep
up to speed with the latest
considerations regarding
employment law, hiring beyond
retirement age, complex flexible
benefits packages, management
of under-performing staff, data
protection and social media.
Edward T. Attanasio, Senior Vice
President, World Wide Human
Resources for Fabrinet Company,
Ltd., shared his knowledge and
insight on causes and grounds
for any adverse employment
action, including termination of
employment and requisite steps
to mitigate risks of termination of
employment such as disciplining
and taking corrective action. These
causes could (unless resignation,
retirement, or death) be any that
is a violation of work rules and
regulations, performance below
company standards, severe health
problems, etc. and the different
case studies in which severance
must be paid. He also shared
valuable information on severance
paid on retirement, citing examples
of managing conflict in situations
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AMCHAM Staff and HR Committee Co-Chair pose for a photo at the joint HR and Legal committee event on
Labor Law Updates

when the retirement age needs to
be changed in the Work Rules and
Regulations, and if in any manner
less favorable to employees
requires consent of all employees.
He highlighted section 119 of the
Labor Protection Act that lists out
conditions in which an employer
does not have to pay severance.
He summed up his presentation
with specific cases both simple
and more difficult that would
require for severance to be paid.

severance highlighting requisite
measures to manage risks. The
presentations were followed by a Q
& A with the attendees, who asked
different questions on privacy law,
rules for termination of employment
of higher management,
unproductive staff and protecting
private data. The presentations of
both the speakers are available
under Resources under the
Member Information Centre for all
AMCHAM members to access.

Pisut Rakwong, the Founder
and Managing Partner of Pisut &
Partners explained the latest PDPA
in context of collecting personal
information for hiring and securing
consent from applicants to source
details such as background
checks and medical records.
His main areas of practice are
dispute resolution, corporate,
insolvency and restructuring, trade
competition, labor & employment,
insurance, administrative and
white-collar criminal matters.

Always one of the highlights of the
HR/Legal Committee calendar,
this interactive seminar session
brought everyone attending up
to date with the latest changes
and precedents in Thai Labor Law
for 2020 with a focus on sharing
practical tips on how to fairly
and legally terminate employees
from highly experienced legal
professionals.

Both speakers shared best
practices for hiring, termination and

Special thanks to both the HR
and Legal Committee Co-Chairs
for their efforts in organizing this
event. For more photos, please
visit AMCHAM’s Facebook page.

AMCHAM 2020 Strategy Session
On January 18 at the Central Grand
at Centara Plaza Ladprao, nearly 70
attendees gathered for AMCHAM’s
biannual Strategy Session. Attended
by AMCHAM’s committee and council
leaders as well as the Board of
Governors, the Strategy Session is an
opportunity for leadership to collaborate
on the upcoming year’s programming.
2020 AMCHAM President, Greg Wong
of Agoda opened the session noting
the vigor, volunteerism, and energy of
the Chamber. Heidi Gallant, Executive
Director of AMCHAM, and her team,
then reviewed the previous year’s
accomplishments. Committee and
council leaders also took to the podium
to discuss their programming vision
for 2020. The day included breaking
into smaller focus groups dedicated to
bettering member offerings, collaborating
between multiple committees on
upcoming events, and some light
networking. With many new directions
and engagements on the horizon, 2020
is shaping up to be an incredible year for
the AMCHAM community.

MOMENTS TO CELEBRATE
Marking a momentous milestone or exceptional achievement? Sounds like something worth celebrating.
Let us help you play host by providing services and amenities.
Plus a little something special according to your minimum spend
Among the select choices of complementary privileges*.
Thai or International buffet starting from THB 1,300 net per person
(minimum 50 pax)

Booking Period:
Now until June 30, 2020
Event Period:
Now until September 30, 2020

For bookings or more information, please call (66) (2) 207 8000 or email sales.bangkok@westin.com
The Westin Grande Sukhumvit, Bangkok
259 Sukhumvit 19, Sukhumvit Rd, Bangkok 10110 T (66) (2) 207 8000 F (66) (2) 255 2441

*Terms & Conditions Apply
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AMCHAM Escapades:

Journey on the Chao Phraya

On January 15, AMCHAM launched
the new AMCHAM Escapades series
with its premiere social networking
event of 2020. First up in the series
was the Manohra Cruises at the Anantara Riverside Bangkok Resort along
the historic Chao Phraya River. A
unique dining and networking experience that took everyone out of everyday Bangkok and provided the perfect place for new members and old
friends to come together and network.
The event was an intimate gathering
of 45 guests who enjoyed their time
on a beautifully restored antique rice
barge, touring past famous royal
sites, exquisite temples, and striking
modern landmarks- all the while
networking with fellow AMCHAM
members, and enjoying great food.
The AMCHAM Escapades series is
a stylish, exclusive and adventurous
networking series, with events based
on themes such as a murder mystery
and painting, designed to allow
guests to engage with each other.
Stay tuned for more exciting and off
beat events in this series.
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Bang Bang:

Thailand Tourism Forum (TTF) 2020
BANGKOK, THAILAND (January
21, 2020): Thailand’s tourism
industry stands on the brink of
disaster if it continues along its
destructive path of unsustainable
growth and can only be saved if it
learns from nature, the celebrated
architect, landscape designer and
disruptor Bill Bensley has warned.
Known affectionately as the
Willy Wonka of design for the
incredibly unique storytelling
hotels he has created around the
world, Bensley is more than just
a highly respected designer and
architect. He is also a concerned
conservationist as well as a
passionate philanthropist and one
who genuinely walks his talk. He
has spent a lifetime challenging
the status quo.
Now, as the world faces an
unprecedented ecological
emergency, he told travel industry
delegates at Thailand Tourism
Forum (TTF) 2020 that they must
change their ways if they want to
survive.
Running under the appropriate
theme, “BANG BANG”, TTF 2020
is a high impact, quickfire two-hour
stage event that focuses on the
critical issues facing Thailand’s
tourism and hospitality industries.
Setting an adrenalin pumping
pace, the fast, furious and in-yourface forum featured a series of
brilliant blue-sky thinkers, including
Bensley himself, who is Creative
Director at BENSLEY, and Jesper
Palmqvist, Area Director for Asia
Pacific at STR, the hotel industry
analysts and benchmarking
company.
Also taking to the stage was some
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of Thailand’s next-generation
talents, who lead the debate on
modern millennial issues. These

included Bonn Paramacharoenroj,
Associate Director of Business
Development for YOO Worldwide,

flourishes? You decide...,” he said.

who urged Thailand to cash in on
the cannabis tourism revolution,
and Khongchanok (A-care)
Paepipatmongkol, Innovation
Project Manager at Fuchsia
MuangThai Life Assurance,
who discussed cross-industry
collaboration, and how the Thai
tourism industry can enhance the
customer experience by working
with other industries.

To help hoteliers and developers
embark on their path towards a
cleaner tomorrow, Bensley also used
TTF 2020 to launch his white paper,
“Sensible Sustainable Solutions”,
which includes a series of practical
ideas and suggestions on how to
make hotel business greener and
help fight climate change.

Driving the conversation however,
was Bensley, who shook up the
crowd with his vision for 2050.
“The key question is: do you want
your children and grandchildren to
live on a scorched planet, where
the forests have been destroyed,
the sea is full of plastic, the air
is poisonous and wildlife has
collapsed? Or do you want to work
towards a fresher future, where
buildings breathe, everything we
eat is organic and the natural world

STR’s Palmqvist revealed the data
behind the decisions; according to
STR there are more than 50,000
new hotel rooms on the way in
Thailand, including 15,000 in
Bangkok alone. This development
surge will put huge pressure
on land and resources in the
country. A series of other young
speakers, including Khun Bonn
and Khun A-care, highlighted how
niche tourism concepts can help
Thailand achieve positive and

sustainable growth, in line with
the world’s top social and traveller
trends.
“What will the world look like in
2050? It is a question we ask a
lot, without seriously considering
the answer. But this is no longer
some distant future; 2050 is as
close as 1990, and considering
the widespread environmental destruction we have caused in the
last 30 years, we need to stop
greenwashing and start figuring out
some real solutions. But the fact
that this is such a massive problem
doesn’t necessarily mean we need
big solutions – we can all make a
difference on a small scale. It just
needs a collective will. Together we
can build a better world,” said Bill
Bensley.
“While Thailand continues to focus
on the elusive target of 40 million
international visitors, the industry
continues to cannibalize itself by
degrading and destroying the
very environment that makes it so
attractive. Alarm bells are ringing
and we want TTF 2020 to be the
wake-up call the country needs to
stop it sleepwalking into disaster,”
said Bill Barnett, Managing Director
of C9 Hotelworks, the co-organiser
of TTF 2020.
“To find the answers, we’ve
welcomed 10 next-gen Thai hotel
professionals to deliver quickfire
‘Bang Bang’ thoughts on what
future trends will drive the growth
of Thailand’s tourism market. Bricks
and clicks are all well and good, but
what elevates the Thai brand is its
human capital. We want to spark a
candid, no-holds-barred debate.”
TTF 2020 marks the ninth
annual edition of this important
industry event. Jointly hosted
by The American Chamber of
Commerce Thailand (AMCHAM)
and C9 Hotelworks, the event was
attended by 1,200 guests.
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Government Affairs:

AMCHAM and the FCA meet with the
Minister of Education
On January 27, AMCHAM,
BCCT, AustCham, GTCC, the
ITCC and the STCC met with
the Minister of Education, H. E.
Nataphol Teepsuwan, Minister of
Education, K. Varavij Kambhu
Na Ayudhaya, Adviser to
Minister of Education, Secretary
General and Deputy Secretary
General of Vocational Education
Commission, and senior officials
of OVEC (Office of Vocational
Education Commission), Ministry
of Education.
The objectives of the meeting
were to continue cooperation
with the Ministry of Education,
contribute to the further
development of the educational
system in Thailand, especially in
the vocational sector, and explore
the idea of reconstituting the
National Vocational Education
Committee on Internationalization
of Vocational Education. Some
of the challenges discussed are
below:

Members of the FCA pose with Minister of
Education, H.E. Nataphol Teepsuwan, ninth
from right.

•

•
FCA + ITCC + STCC
• Lack of skilled workers in
Thailand.
• Committed to support the
Ministry of Education in
upgrading the workforce,
through vocational education
reform.
• The BOI should offer incentives
to companies that provide
training as well.
• Vocation vs. university
perception.

•
•

•

•
Proposed solutions by the Ministry
of Education include:
• The Ministry wants to change
the educational landscape of
Thailand, with a new overall
plan on vocational education
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•

•

to produce quality workforce.
This target should be achieved
within the next 5 years.
The Ministry has sufficient
budget for this. The OVEC
budget will focus on vocational
improvement.
There is a need to revamp the
whole operation.
The Ministry is ready to change
the laws if necessary.
The government is trying to
attract foreign investment to
Thailand which is important to
national development, but if HR
is not adequate, there will be
less investment.
The Ministry is ready to
customize the vocational
curriculum to meet the
industry’s needs.
2 streams of training: Language
and technical.
Furthermore, Thailand lacks
20,000 qualified vocational
teachers/trainers.
Need to know the private
sector’s requirements.

Minister of Education, H.E. Nataphol
Teepsuwan addresses attendees during a
meeting on January 27.

• The Ministry will be the contact
point for the private sector in
meeting the requirements.
• The first step for the private
sector to contribute to this
effort is “reskilling”.
• The chambers can help train
the trainers.
• Companies that help or
work with OVEC will get tax
deductible incentive.
• Next, the Ministry will meet
each Chamber individually to
discuss the program in detail.

Business Economics Committee:

Developments in the Thai
Property Market
On January 28 at the AMCHAM
Citi Boardroom, guest speaker
James Pitchon, previously an
Executive Director of CBRE shared
a presentation on Developments
in the Thai Property Market and
forecast for 2020. In addition
to presenting some of the
latest data on commercial and
residential property in Bangkok
and surrounding property
markets, James offered insightful
commentary on economic and
social developments propelling
property trends.

this growth to most of the tourism
influx coming from China and
India.
His forecast on property trends for
2020, includes a higher demand
for properties with low carbon
footprint, mixed use development,
more joint ventures and limited
increase in land prices. He also
considers the Thai Government’s
focus on strengthening the
Eastern Economic Corridor

and infrastructure development
in Thailand with new metro
lines as success drivers in the
development of the property
market in the future.
Special thanks to Business
Economics Committee Leaders
Luca Bernardinetti, Mahanakorn
Partners Group and Kaveepan
Eiamsakulrat, K.E. Land. The
presentation is available on the
AMCHAM member portal.

James, who calls himself an
“amateur property observer” on
LinkedIn is avidly followed by
industry professionals for his
knowledge and insights. Key
takeaways from his presentation
included an overview of the impact
of the economic slowdown on
property investments in Thailand.
He shared statistics on the current
market scenario that indicates
a slowdown in residences and
slower growth in co-working
space.
He also pointed out other factors
such as new land and property tax
laws and increasing interest rate,
resulting in higher household debt
for the Thai buyer, which has led
to drop in sales and an oversupply
of units in these markets. He also
highlighted the rise of investment
in the Thai real estate market by
Chinese buyers, who continue to
buy properties in Thailand.
Tourism plays a huge role in
driving demand for property. In the
hotel industry, statistics indicate
that at 40.8 million tourists in
2020, tourism has grown 2.5%
from 39.8 M in 2019, attributing

Speaker James Pichon, seated center on the sofa, poses with guests for his discussion on Developments in
the Thai Property Market.

Attendees sit in the Citibank Boardroom listening to James Pichon, seated at the head of the table.
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ค ้า อ เ ม ริ ก ั น ใ น ป ร

On February 2, Mr. Michael Heath,
Deputy Chief of Mission, the U.S.
Embassy, Bangkok, together
with Mr. Greg Wong, AMCHAM
President and Managing Director
of Agoda, welcomed the incoming
class of AMCHAM Thailand
Foundation scholarship recipients
for 2020.
Over the past 30 years, the
AMCHAM Thailand Foundation
(ATF) has provided scholarships
to almost 3,000 under-privileged
Thai students attending universities
throughout Thailand.
Each year, AMCHAM’s diverse
member community dedicates their
time and resources to conduct
workshops and give presentations
to ATF’s scholarship recipients over
a 3-day orientation camp. These
workshops focus on the basic
personal finance skills, effective
communications, and soft skills to
ready these students for the world
of tomorrow and aid their personal
and professional development.
Other sessions challenged the
students to come up with solutions
to critical issues confronting the
world today, such as plastics
waste management.
29 scholarship recipients from
regions as far as Yala in the South
and Chiang Mai in the North,
gathered in Bangkok to participate
in the Scholarship Student
Orientation Camp 2020. For some
students, it was their first time
in the capital; for all students, it
was their first time to meet with
high-level international business
executives. Their meeting with the
Deputy Chief of Mission provided
an unparalleled opportunity for
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ATF Scholarship Recipients pose with special guest speakers at one of the orientation events.

Part of orientation camp involved students learning interview and public speaking skills.

the students to learn about ThaiU.S. relations and to expand their
ambitions and future goals.
The ATF enables disadvantaged
Thai university students to
complete their university studies
through targeted scholarships.
AMCHAM’s Community Projects
Council works directly with
universities to identify hardworking and motivated students
enrolled in programs championed

by AMCHAM member companies,
such as business, science,
mathematics, computer science,
engineering and tourism &
hospitality management
AMCHAM’s scholarship graduates
have gone on to find employment
with Chevron, Esso, Ford, Nestle,
Bayer, Cargill, and other AMCHAM
member companies, contributing
to the overall development of the
Thai economy and society.

Scholarship recipients pose with Michael
Heath, Deputy Chief of Mission for the
U.S. Embassy in Thailand, (sixth from
left) and AMCHAM President, Greg Wong
(seventh from left).

Students break into focus
groups to work on relevant
skills for when they join
Thailand’s workforce.

Scholarship recipients join
Michael Heath, pictured center, to
visit horse stables.

Some students traveled from as far
south as the Yala province to join the
orientation camp.

Team building skills were an important
part of orientation.
Special thanks to all of the sponsors
who provided meals, stationary, and
other provisions to the students!
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Business Economics Committee:

Instant Payments
On February 25 at the AMCHAM
Citi Boardroom, over 20 attendees
gathered to hear Nattanan
Sihanatkathakul of Citi Thailand
present on the emergence of
instant payments in Thailand and
regionally and their application to a
range of business solutions.
In today’s payment industry,
digital payments represent 80%
of growth. Statistics indicate a
declining trend for the usage of
ATM and checks. In contrast,
70% of Thailand’s population is
currently registered for PromptPay
and ready for instant payment.
Nattanan went on to present the
various opportunities opened by
instant payments in building new
markets, eliminating pain points
for customers and merchants, and
creating customer loyalty to drive
growth.
Following the presentation, the
lively Q&A session focused on

Attendees join speaker Nattanan Sihanatkathakul, seated second from left, for a photo.

questions of when and how
cross-border instant payment
facilities would be introduced;
how instant payments would
compete against credit cards
which have established global
networks and consumer trust;

and how instant payments could
help drive eliminate pain points for
e-commerce in Thailand, where
cash on delivery still makes up
50% of transactions.

SME Committee and IndoChina Carolina Club Seminar:

Promoting Access to Capital for SMEs

54

On February 11 at the Hilton
Sukhumvit Hotel, over 40 members
comprising of the Thailand and
Indochina Carolina Club and
AMCHAM members gathered to hear
a panel of speakers discuss access
to capital for Small to Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) in the Kingdom.

Kosumas, Deputy Director-General
of the Office if Small and Medium
Enterprise Promithon (OSMEP);
Jet Tanthanapongphan, Chief
Executive Officer, Credit Ok and
SELF MADE FINANCE; and Lakota
Teekhasaenee, Chief Financial
Officer at GMO-Z.com.

There are currently over 3 million
SMEs in Thailand making up 70%
of the workforce in the kingdom.
A staggering comparison to the
6,000 multinational corporations
that represent the other 30% of
the workforce. Access to capital
is an issue that many SMEs
struggle with in order to maintain
revenue. Panelists Dr. Wimonkan

The evening introduced by Charles
Blocker, Founder & CEO of IC
Partners and AMCHAM Travel and
Tourism Committee Co-Chair before
being moderated by Dr. Andrew
Stotz, CEO of A.Stotz Investment
Research and host of the popular
podcast “My Worst Investment”.
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The presentation portion was

closed with Lalida Teekhaesanee
discussing the access to
cryptocurrencies as a potential
resource for SMEs. While risk
was present in a comparison of
token value from 2018 to 2019,
the reward was also visible for
companies looking to smartly
invest in cryptocurrencies like
Aspen coin. Dr. Stotz navigated a
field of curious attendees during
the question and answer portion of
the evening.
The evening was sponsored by
Kenan Foundation Asia and the
Thailand and Indochina Carolina
Club. Presentations are available on
the AMCHAM member portal.

Sustainability and Plastics Committee:

Introduction to PPP Plastics
On February 12, at the AMCHAM
Citi Boardroom, Poranee
Kongamornpinyo of Dow Chemical
Thailand shared information on
plastic waste management and
presented the introduction slides
on the Thailand Public-Private
Partnership for Plastic and Waste
Management.
The PPP was established by the
Plastic Industry Club and the
Federation of Thai Industries,
in partnership with the Thailand
Business Council for Sustainable
Development (TBCSD),
organizations from the public and
private sectors, and members of
society to address the growing
environmental concern of poor
plastic waste management.
Thailand was ranked the sixth
of global marine plastic debris
culprits in 2010. In the roadmap
to Thai government’s plastic
reduction, the goal is to reduce
plastic marine debris at least 50%
by 2027. In order to achieve this,
the Thai government has started
to impose a ban on three types of
plastics – microbeads, cap seals

and oxo-degradable plastics and
to influence consumer behavior,
launched its “Everyday Say No to
Plastic Bags” campaign.
The PPP taskforce contributes to
this shared goal by working with
local communities and private
companies to implement the
circular economy model for plastic
recycling and segregating waste
effectively. They focus on four
key areas such as infrastructure,
education, innovations, policy and
legislation, and a database to end
plastic waste in the environment.
Together with local communities
they have successfully built
plastic circular economy models
in Rayong and in Bangkok
metropolitan, resulting in training
27 communities to segregate
waste effectively and recycling
264. 55 tons of plastic waste.
Through communications and
education, the PPP continues to
create awareness in local schools
and with the municipality staff.
Porannee ended the presentation
with future plans of PPP to engage
multi-stakeholders.

This meeting was attended by 35
AMCHAM members and was a
platform to learn more about what
is happening in the public private
sector towards plastics reduction;
as well as discuss challenges with
recycling, lack of information, and
consumer habit. Members agreed
that there is a need to generate
awareness, educate, change the
people’s behavior, and provide
incentives. They also prioritized the
need to set up guidelines on basic
recycling how to’s and where.
AMCHAM members Indorama,
Linear to Circular and DOW
Chemicals will prepare the first
draft of this document, which will
further help prepare a policy paper
on plastic waste management.
The AMCHAM Sustainability and
Plastics Committee and members
will meet again for developing
the AMCHAM position, design
and implement constructive
activities on this important issue.
The meeting and discussions
closed with the announcement
of “AMCHAM Reduce Single Use
Plastic Challenge” campaign to be
held in the first week of March.

Speaker Poranee
Kongamornpinyo,
seated second
from right on sofa,
poses for a photo
with guests on
February 12.
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Human Resources (HR) Committee:

A New Way of Working and Thinking

Speakers Arnut Changtrakul (left holding gift) and Shaun Wong (center in white shirt) stands with attendees for HR Committee’s event, Agile: A New Way of Working and Thinking.

On February 14 at the Hyatt
Regency Bangkok Sukhumvit,
over 40 attendees gathered for
Agile – A New Way of Working and
Thinking. This event was organized
by AMCHAM’s Human Resources
(HR) Committee and featured
speakers Arnut Changtrakul,
Certified Trainer at Dale Carnegie,
and Shaun Wong, Partner at Baker
Tilly. Today organizations, in every
industry, need to gather and act
on information, make decisions
quickly and implement change to
meet rapidly-evolving requirements
of customers and the business
environment. Many people call
the ability to do so successfully
“agility” and it is becoming evermore important in the age of
disruption.
Arnut started the event discussing
the rate of disruption companies
currently experience. Growth
happens quickly in the digital age
and employers feel the brunt of
it. Arnut cited artificial intelligence
(AI) as an example of a practice
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that was once overlooked but
now is at the forefront of people’s
minds as concern of becoming
obsolete grows. He noted that
with the general distrust that
comes with AI, especially when
it comes to performance review
for HR professionals, there can
be a disconnect when needing to
train employees to be flexible for
speed. Soft skills are showing to
be more important for employees
as requirements for jobs are
becoming more project based. A
study from Dale Carnegie showed
that employees who received
training in these soft skill areas
were six times more effective than
those that did not.
Shaun Wong, a Lean Sigma
and Agile Certified Practitioner
(PMI-ACP), then spoke on his
expertise in agile implementation
in companies. One of the main
differences that he pointed out
was that companies need to be
flexible from the beginning. With
companies like Pokemon Go

reaching 50 million followers within
a matter of days (19), three to five
year strategy plans need to adjust
accordingly as well. He noted
the importance of a workplace
environment that encourages
collaborative creativity but also
supports its employees when they
may not meet the mark. “ ‘I want
you guys to be creative but you
can’t fail.’ ...Who’s going to be
creative [in that environment]? It’s
okay to fail but you’re going to fail,
fail fast.” said Shaun. “Fail Fast”
being a popular term used in an
agile workplace.
After a short coffee break, the
event reconvened with a panel
discussion where the speakers
took questions from the audience.
Audience members were curious
about how to implement agile
in an environment that is not
considered a flat model. Both
speakers stressed the importance
of workplace culture and mindset
starting from the head of the
organization.

February Monthly Luncheon:

Digital Government Transformation
On February 19 at the Banyan
Tree Bangkok, 100 attendees
joined AMCHAM’s first Monthly
Luncheon event of the year.
Thailand is in the midst of national
digital development to meet the
4.0 agenda, with ease of doing
business as the core policy to
make Thailand an international hub.
AMCHAM was pleased to welcome
keynote speaker, Dr. Supot
Tiarawut, the new President and
Chief Executive Officer of the Digital
Government Development Agency
(DGA) to discuss the country’s
policy priorities regarding the
government’s digital transformation.
Guests learned of the current
status, ongoing programs, and
future strategy of the digitization
of government services and
public administration, including
the roadmap and design to digital
government.
February’s Monthly Luncheon
was introduced by AMCHAM Vice
President Kaveepan Eiamsakulrat,
Executive Chairman of K.E. Land
Co., Ltd., Kaveepan welcomed
18 new member companies to
the Chamber and discussed
general updates before introducing
the keynote speaker, Dr. Supot
Tiarawut.
The DGA has a 20-year goal to help
digitize most government services
to help streamline citizen services
in Thailand. Dr. Supot spoke on
the importance of creating an open
and connected government to
create value for the public. With a
hope to create a one-stop service
for citizens, the DGA is working
closely with other government
agencies and ministries to make
this goal achievable. The DGA’s
strategy for the next two years will
focus on implementing a common
online platform that all government

Speaker Dr. Supot Tiarawut, fourth from right, accepts a gift as he stands with AMCHAM leadership during
February’s Monthly Luncheon.

agencies can readily use. Most
one-stop services, like applying for
certain government applications
or business licenses, will occur by
2022, according to Dr. Supot.
As Thailand moves into the
digital age, the DGA will focus
on its citizens’ digital journey as
they investigate creating digital
identification to support the ease
of using these websites. Dr.
Supot spoke on the importance of
collaborating with other agencies
to assist with the creation of
digital IDs. Authenticating digital
IDs currently proves to impede
many countries looking to move
their administrative work online.
Currently, people who wish to setup business in the country can
access a business portal that helps
with applying for licenses without
needing to physically travel to
juristic offices. The website is only
in Thai but the DGA is exploring
multi-language capabilities.
Dr. Supot reiterated the importance
of creating an open and connected

platform to help fulfill the three
main goals of the DGA’s efforts:
to reduce inequality, enhance
competitiveness abroad, and to
have verifiable transparency with
Thailand’s citizens. The DGA is
also working on simplifying some
of the issues facing foreigners
in the Kingdom. While the law
for 90-day reporting does not
look like it will change soon,
accessing an online application
should help ease the strain of
traveling to immigration centers.
The same app will also cover other
foreigner responsibilities such as
accommodation reporting, e-Visa
application and renewal, and arrival
cards.
After his presentation, Dr. Supot
answered questions from the
audience. Guests were curious
about the speed of policy change,
the inclusion and impact of the
Personal Data Protection Act (PDPA)
and learning from other countries
when it comes to the overall
architecture of the government’s
digital transformation.
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Small to Medium Enterprise (SME) and Communications & Marketing Committees:

Boost with Facebook for SMEs!
On February 20 at The Radisson
Blu Plaza Bangkok, over 50 guests
gathered for the first of the two
events focusing on Facebook
communications. Organized
jointly by AMCHAM’s Small to
Medium Enterprise (SME) and
the Communications & Marketing
Committees, Boost with Facebook
for SMEs was engaging and
interactive discussion on proper
Facebook usage for business.
Somsak Likitworakul, an
accomplished entrepreneur and
owner of two companies in the
F&B and digital training space, was
the trainer for this event. Somsak
has been working to help small
business over the last 10 years He
is a certified Boost with Facebook
Trainer; one of only 12 in the
Kingdom. His expertise and patient
guidance was welcomed among
the attendees, most of whom
were looking to amplify their SME’s
voice.
Somsak Likitworakul works with
100s SME owners in Thailand

Somsak Likitworakul speaks to attendees as they access their Facebook Pages.

and Cambodia from all industries
to train and develop them to
maximize their digital and social
media presence. He was able to
speak on items as inconsequential
as explaining the technical name
for the settings button on the
application (hamburger bar) to
working individually with some

Guest speaker, Somsak Likitworakul (third from left), stands with AMCHAM Leadership; Greg Boudah (third
from right), Gerald Margolis (right) and John DaSilva (second from left) with support staff from Kenan.
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guests on the significant task
of identifying a recognizable
username.
“Facebook is always changing”
said Somsak as he guided some
individuals who had taken the
Boost with Facebook training but
joined to learn about Facebook
Page updates. He went over
some common misconceptions
regarding doing business with
Facebook Pages, like using a
personal account versus using
a Page. Facebook has a policy
against using personal account as
a business, so it’s more effective
to use Pages for your business.
Boost with Facebook for SMEs
was an excellent introductory
course to the Facebook platform
and a chance to learn new
capabilities for small businesses.
The SME and Communications &
Marketing Committees will hold an
event later this year for businesses
who would like to learn more
about Facebook’s targeting and
marketing opportunities.

Young Professionals Committee:

Rock Your LinkedIn Profile!
On February 27, at the Hotel Indigo, AMCHAM’s Young Professional Committee (YPC) kicked off
the first YPC networking event of
the year with guest speaker Pla
Phungstoon, Account Director for
LinkedIn Singapore. She shared insights on how to leverage LinkedIn
for strong professional networking.
Over 90 young professionals joined
the event to learn how to make
a great first impression with their
LinkedIn profile.
LinkedIn is one of the fastest
growing online professional
networking platforms with 35
new users joining the network
each second. It is the goto platform for professionals

to connect with people and
professional organizations.
LinkedIn is a platform that helps
professionals stay updated on the
latest developments and share
information with others in many
different industries.
Pla shared tips on how to complete
and strengthen profiles by focusing
on simple details such as updating
one’s industry, location, skills,
and areas of expertise. She
elaborated on the importance of
having a strong elevator pitch in
the profile summary and providing
a professional head shot for the
profile picture. She also engaged
the audience by utilizing a special
LinkedIn app feature that allows

adding nearby connections via
bluetooth. Pla ended the session
with a question and answer activity
with attendees.
With over 6 years of experience
at LinkedIn Singapore, Pla has
worked closely with companies
in Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam
and Myanmar to provide strategic
advice for companies to be
successful on LinkedIn. The event
was a great learning experience
for young professionals on how to
grow their network successfully.
All proceeds from the event
benefit the American Chamber of
Commerce in Thailand Foundation
(ATF) - Adopt-a-School program.

Pla Phungstoon, front
row on the right, stands
with the AMCHAM YPC
Committee, AMCHAM
Governor Gregory Bastien
(back row right) and
AMCHAM Executive
Director Heidi Gallant
(back row left).

Guest speak Pla Phungstoon, right, speaks with young professionals.

Guests share information regarding LinkedIn mobile options.
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AMCHAM office:

AMCHAM Reduce Single Use
Plastics Campaign
On the week of March 2 to 5,
the Reduce Single-Use plastics
campaign took place in the AMCHAM office and with member
companies. Within the week, AMCHAM employees took part in the
#AMCHAMChallenge, where they
engaged in a weeklong practice
to combat single-use plastics. The
challenge is to avoid using single-use plastic items and styrofoam
items. This includes items such as
plastic straws, plastic bags, and
takeaway containers for food and
beverages. For every single-use
plastic or styrofoam item brought to
the office, a 5 Baht donation must
be made into a penalty jar.
Plastic pollution has reached
drastic measures and became

Member companies joined the AMCHAM staff in
their effort to Reduce Single Use plastic and made
their own penalty jars, or in KFC’s case, penalty
buckets. Photo Credit: Sirikorn Lairungruang.

one of the prominent issues in the
society. Annually, on average, eight
million tons of plastic are found in
the ocean. Thailand produces over
two million tons of plastic waste
annually. Thailand is identified
as the fifth highest ocean plastic
polluter worldwide. With this in
mind, AMCHAM would like to take
a stance with the hope to inspire
and lead a change towards a
sustainable environment. With the
AMCHAM Challenge, the penalty
jar will be used to fund sending
recyclable plastics to the recycling
center.

Members used the hashtag #amchamchallenge
to take part in the Chamber’s efforts to reduce
single use plastic. Photo Credit: Instagram User itsmechutima
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A few member companies joined
AMCHAM in this weeklong effort
to be mindful of single-use
plastics. YUM Thailand shook
everybody with their efforts by
bringing their lunch boxes to
work and their creative KFC
themed penalty jar. Triadhos
Three-Generation Barge Program
created their very own penalty

jar and actively fought against
single-use plastics. Lock&Lock
shared insightful information
about ways to reduce the
usage of single-use plastics by
offering alternative products. Our
members’ creativity has warmed
all our hearts and inspired us to
do better.
At the end of the week, the
AMCHAM team got together and
reflected on our efforts to reduce
single-use plastics. We concluded
plastics has become a part of
our daily lives. However, with
mutual effort we can reduce our
plastic usage. There are so many
opportunities to get involved and
be a part of the change. For future
practices, AMCHAM has created
a new committee to focus on
sustainability and plastic usage.
We believe if everyone makes a
small positive change, together
we can create a huge positive
impact.

Human Resources (HR) Committee:

The Future of Learning: Disruption is
Banging on Your Door
On March 12 at the SEAC
Playground in the FYI Center,
AMCHAM’s Human Resources
(HR) Committee held the event
The Future of Learning: Disruption
is Banging on Your Door. James
Engel, Chief Learning Architect
for SEAC, engaged a room of
more than 40 attendees with
an energetic and interactive
discussion regarding disruptive
forces and its impact on education.
Disruption was the key word
for this event as James found
opportunities to disrupt his speech
to facilitate learning activities with
guests. James gave interesting
facts regarding reskilling and
upskilling workers in a time
of constant and unexpected
interruptions while grouping
attendees into small teams. Teams
answered questions regarding
surprising statistics like “Which
generation makes up the greatest
portion of gig workers? (Boomers)
and “How many jobs in Thailand

are at risk of automation or
elimination?” (20 million).

make certain that companies are
agile in the future.

In HR practice, the term soft
skills is being replaced with
essential skills, meaning that
skills such as communication,
empathy, and adaptability are
becoming more common place
in recruitment searches when
hiring new employees. James
encouraged employers to expand
their education in the workplace to

“Agile leadership and being able to
pivot is key,” James stated. This
was apt as at the time of the event
COVID-19 was already causing
massive disruptions globally.
Attendees inquired about ways
to include education with their
companies, how to shift focus to
the important learning topics, and
how to predict learning needs.

Over 40 attendees joined the event on March 12 at the SEAC Playground.
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On March 15, Ban Ngiew School
in Ubon Ratchathani Province
held a dedication ceremony to
thank Raja’s Fashions and the
AMCHAM Thailand Foundation for
the construction of a classroom
building.
The total project value was Baht
795,000. Raja’s Fashions also
donated school bags and sports
supplies to the students and gifts
for the teachers. The dedication
trip was attended by Heidi Gallant,
Executive Director and Bobby
Gulati, Director, Raja’s Fashions’.

Ban Ngiew School receives a donation from Raja’s Fashions and the AMCHAM Thailand Foundation (ATF).

This is Raja’s Fashions’ 15th
school building donation to Ubon
Ratchathani province through the
AMCHAM Thailand Foundation’s
Adopt-a-School program. ATF
would like to thank Raja’s Fashions
for their continuous generous
support towards sustaining
education initiatives in Thailand.
Education has been a core value
for AMCHAM since the very
beginning of the Chamber. Over
the last three decades, AMCHAM
has provided over 2,800
scholarships, supported over 860
schools, and brought dozens of
native speaking English teachers
to rural schools.
In 2004, AMCHAM formally
registered the American Chamber
of Commerce in Thailand
Foundation (ATF) to carry out
its charitable activities. The ATF
is recognized by the Ministry of
Finance as a Public Charitable
Organization (number 632) and
donations are deductible in
Thailand.
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Director of Raja’s Fashions, Bobby Gulati, second from right, distributes supplies to students with AMCHAM
Executive Director Heidi Gallant, right.

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Committee:

CSR Webinar: ACE Awards in Review
On March 17, AMCHAM launched
its first webinar in the Citibank
Boardroom with the Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR)
Committee, ACE Awards in Review,
a synopsis of the 2019 AMCHAM
CSR Excellence (ACE) Awards.
CSR is a key pillar of ethical
business practices. Every year over
60 AMCHAM member companies
apply for the AMCHAM CSR
Excellence Awards to showcase
their CSR project. These projects
support Thailand’s sustainable
development and through the event
member companies come together
to share best practices, and learn
from each other’s projects.
Through the webinar, CSR
Committee Leader Scott Chang
presented and discussed ways
to avoid common mistakes in the
AMCHAM CSR Excellence (ACE)
application, followed by a review

informative session.
ACE Recognition is awarded to
AMCHAM member companies
for their long-term efforts to
support Thailand’s sustainable
development. Qualifying companies
have CSR programs with
measurable results that create
both economic and social gains
for a year or more, high levels of
employee involvement, and strong
strategic partnerships with Thai
organizations.

CSR Committee Co-Chair Scott Chang addresses
members during AMCHAM’s first webinar.

of what judges are looking for, and
how members can achieve the
task of highlighting their company’s
CSR work. Companies that did
not receive ACE designation and
companies considering applying
in 2020 for this status joined this

The webinar was attended by 42
guests online and was followed
by a live question and answer
session, where member companies
applying for ACE Awards 2020
could seek clarifications regarding
the application process and other
inquiries regarding how to get
recognized for their CSR efforts.
In 2020, the event will be hosted
on November 17.

Join one of AMCHAM's members
only video conferences
discussing the ever evolving
state of business in Thailand.
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AMCHAM Welcomes New Members
CORPORATE MEMBERS

Alexa Beach Club Pattaya
Alexa Beach Club Pattaya
introduces the Ibiza Beach Club
lifestyle to the pristine Na Jomtien
Beach area just south of Pattaya
in the form of good music, great
sunsets, fresh seafood and more.
Set right by the water, with direct
beach access, it is the ideal place
for locals and jetsetters around
the world to relax and unwind,
just 140km from Bangkok.
Whether your idea of relaxation
is chilling by the pool, enjoying a
beautiful sunset, eating a fantastic
meal or partying to world-famous
beats, Alexa Beach Club Pattaya
has something for you. The brand
new premium Beach Club brings
the lazy days and crazy nights of
Ibiza to Thailand, with wide variety
of experiences waiting to be
enjoyed.
Designate: Christian Hammecke,
General Manager

Amari Pattaya Co., Ltd
Amari Pattaya is part of the Onyx
Hospitality Group (previously
known as Amari Hotels and
Resorts) which is privately
owned by the family behind
the Italian-Thai Development
Public Company Limited, one
of Thailand’s leading companies
with a wide range of commercial
interests including construction
and trading.

The Amari Pattaya was the first
property the company opened in
Thailand and set the path of growth
the company has clearly followed.
Onyx Hospitality has embarked
upon significant expansion and
currently manages 58 properties
representing 4 distinct brands;
Amari, Ozo, Saffron and Shama.
The 523 bedrooms Amari Pattaya
is at the very heart of hospitality
business on the Eastern Seaboard
and is host to leisure and business
travellers alike. The hotel plays an
integral part in the local community
through not only its various on site
and offside catering events but
also in its support of a number
of corporate social responsibility
programs.
Designate: Noppawan Sihuatone,
Director of Sales

ATa Services Co., Ltd.
ATa Services provides adapted
solutions for your business in
Thailand. Whether you are a SMB/
SME or a large Enterprise, their
Company propose tailor-made
services.
Their group is a one-stop service
solutions company based in
Thailand. Founded in Bangkok in
2008, we are very proud to have
a strong network of customers,
partners and friends creating a
community.
Furthermore, the wide range of
services addresses to any business
looking to outsource some or
all their administration jobs to a
professional and cost-effective
company. ATa Services provides all

the services your business need in
one invoice. Administrative and HR
burden will never be a problem for
you anymore!
Designate: Thierry Guillossou,
Managing Director

AWR Lloyd
AWR Lloyd is a specialist strategy
and M&A advisory firm focused on
the Asia-Pacific region.
The firm has a 20-year track
record delivering bespoke strategic
advice, M&A support and industry
intelligence to some of the world’s
biggest and most successful
companies.
Designate: Prae Piromya,
Associate Director

Bangkok International
Preparatory & Secondary
School
Bangkok International Preparatory &
Secondary School (Bangkok Prep)
is a leading International School in
Bangkok which is spread across
two campuses: a Primary Campus
in Sukhumvit Soi 53, which is just a
stone’s throw from Thong Lo BTS
station and a Secondary Campus
in Sukhumvit Soi 77, which is
close to a new residential and
retail development and within easy
walking distance of On Nut BTS
station.
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The Primary Campus is home to
students from nursery through
to Year 6, whilst the Secondary
Campus caters to students
from Year 7, all the way through
to Year 13. As members of the
International Schools Association
of Thailand, the Federation of
British International Schools in
Asia and the Thailand International
Schools Activity Conference, you
can be sure that we are capable
of providing your child with a firstclass education from nursery to
A-levels and beyond, which will
serve as excellent preparation for
worldwide university studies and
adult life.
We have a great team of highly
experienced and qualified
teachers, all of whom share
our enthusiasm for education
and our determination to help
students reach their full potential.
Furthermore, our Bangkok
campuses provide children
with a wonderful environment
in which to learn and to equip
themselves with all the skills they
will need in later life. Our Primary
Campus boasts a state-ofthe-art indoor sports complex,
outdoor swimming pool, wellstocked library, music rooms,
computer rooms and many
other facilities that we consider
essential to the provision of a
well-rounded education. Our
Secondary Campus is designed
to encourage older students to
explore subjects in greater depth
and to ease their path to higher
education, with study areas,
break-out learning spaces and
exceptional sporting facilities.
Designate: Katrina George,
Admissions Executive

Carlton Hotel Bangkok
Co., Ltd.
Birla Carbon (Thailand)
Public Co., Ltd.
Established in 1978, Birla Carbon
Thailand Public Co. Ltd. (BCT) is
a leading manufacturer of Carbon
Black in Thailand with a capacity
of 275,000 tonnes per annum. It
also has the capability of producing
customized Carbon Black grades
as per requirement.
BCT has the unique distinction
of supplying Carbon Black to all
the six continents from a single
location. It meets over 50% of
Japan’s total Carbon Black imports
and also supplies to other global
markets including Indonesia,
Philippines, Malaysia, China, Korea,
Taiwan and Australia.
Designate: Sanjeev Sood,
President and Director

Cardinal Health 222
(Thailand) Ltd.
Cardinal Health, Inc. is a Fortune
21 company that improves the
cost-effectiveness of healthcare.
As the business behind healthcare,
Cardinal Health helps pharmacies,
hospitals and ambulatory care
sites focus on patient care while
reducing costs, improving efficiency
and quality, and increasing
profitability. Cardinal Health
employs more than 30,000 people
worldwide.
Designate: Nattharaphat
Niyomkarn, HR Business Partner
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Carlton Hotel Bangkok Sukhumvit is
centrally located on Sukhumvit road
between Asok and Phrom Phong
BTS stations with convenient
access to luxury shopping,
dining and entertainment. This
upper- upscale hotel features
338 guestrooms and suites and a
range of dining options including
the signature Wah Lok Cantonese
Restaurant and a rooftop bar. With
over 1,200 sqm of meeting and
event space, the hotel can cater
for boardroom meetings and grand
banquets for up to 600 people.
Leisure facilities include an outdoor
pool, kids play area, spa and a fully
equipped gym. All guestrooms are
at a minimum size of 37 sqm., and
equipped with King or Twin Sealy
Posturepedic mattress, bathroom
with separate rain shower, bathtub
and washlet toilet, generously sized
wardrobe, wide luggage rack and
open hanging space, floor-to-ceiling
soundproof windows with city
views, electric blinds and blackout
curtains, a working desk with wired
and wireless internet, electronic
safe, minibar fridge and a 49” smart
TV with mirroring via Apple TV and
Google Chromecast.
Designate: Tipawan Jitman,
Marketing Communications
Manager

COMO Metropolitan Bangkok
Thailand is the beating heart of
Southeast Asia: a country that
combines beaches, culture and
a thriving capital. The Central
Business District in Bangkok is
one of the world’s most fast-paced
neighborhoods, where COMO
Metropolitan Bangkok offers an

escape from the melée, promising
nights slept well and one of the
most celebrated restaurants in
Asia. The COMO experience on
Phuket is the antidote to Bangkok:
a peaceful oceanside paradise
overlooking the Andaman Sea,
where COMO Point Yamu offers
luxury villas, world-class food,
contemporary design and a deep
commitment to holistic wellness.

value and savings without
sacrificing quality. We collaborate
with owners and investors on
new developments and capital
expenditures, and occupiers
on workplace strategy, tenant
improvements, move management
and sustainability practices.

Nana BTS train station and close
to Sukhumvit road, offering easy
access to vibrant street life and
cultural landmarks, businesses,
shopping like Terminal 21,
EmQuartier, Siam Paragon and
more, as well as entertainment
districts.

Designate: Gareth Michael Powell,
Senior Director Integrated Facilities
Management

Designate: Jean-Philippe,
General Manager

Designate: Rohaan Chandra,
General Manager

Engenius International
Cushman and Wakefield
Cushman & Wakefield provides
facility services through its sister
company, C&W Services. C&W
Services offers tactical solutions to
help clients meet their workplace
objectives and consistently
provide high-quality service from
professionals with the experience,
training and credentials to keep
facilities running smoothly. We
have the resources to deliver
facility services as single or
multiple services, or as a part of an
integrated facilities management
(IFM) structure.
Global Occupier Services (GOS)
provides real estate solutions for
corporate occupiers that combines
global reach with coordinated
local execution for consistent,
efficient and measurable results.
From reducing operational costs to
making clients? workforces more
engaged and productive, GOS
helps clients meet their business
strategies and goals through
Integrated Facilities Management,
Portfolio Administration, Transaction
Management, and Project and
Development services.
Project & Development Services
plan and manage the design
and construction process, from
beginning to end, to ensure

Decision Critical
Decision Critical is a dynamic,
cloud-based business
modeling tool that is unique in
its comprehensiveness. It is
scalable, customizable and fast
to implement. Decision Critical’s
modeling and zero-based
budgeting algorithms empower
teams with no previous modeling
training to leverage their combined
knowledge base to produce clear,
realistic operational and financial
models for use in decision support,
strategic planning, budgeting
and business optimization. For
more information, please visit
Decision Critical’s website: www.
decisioncritical.pro.
Designate: Matt Winter, Product
Manager

Double Tree by Hilton
Ploenchit
Double Tree by Hilton Ploenchit
conveniently located in the heart
of vibrant Bangkok. The hotel is a
short walk from the Ploenchit and

Engenius International has been
growing its education business
in International Education
and Cultural Exchange. The
company organised hundreds of
scholarships and placements of
Thai students in United States,
United Kingdom, Japan, Australia,
Europe and elsewhere.
Engenius International are part
of the ASSE Student Exchange
group, the international umbrella
organisation for standards,
student safety and mutual
educational and cultural
cooperation and the following
program;
Exchange Program for high
school students to experience
short summer program and one
year program in United States
and other countries.
EurAupair Intercultural Child Care
Programs, provide live-in child
care assistance for American
host families in exchange for the
opportunity to experience family
life in the United States.
Summer Work Travel Program.
College and University students
enrolled full time and pursuing
studies at post-secondary
accredited academic institutions
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located outside the United States
come to the United States to
share their culture and ideas
with people of the United States
through temporary work and
travel opportunities.
Trainee/Intern Programs, are
designed to allow foreign college
and university students or recent
graduates to the United States to
gain exposure to U.S. culture and
to receive hands-on experience
in U.S. business practices in their
chosen occupational field.
Designate: Kritsada
Pornrattanapitak, President

ERM-Siam Co., Ltd.
ERM is one of the world’s
leading providers of consulting
services and has 145 offices
in 41 countries employing
4,000 staffs. ERM has been in
Thailand for since 1997. We
have mature operations with in
depth knowledge of regulations,
regulators and application. Our
focus sectors include oil and
gas, petrochemical and refinery,
mining, construction material and
waste management sectors.
ERM-Siam Co., Ltd. has over 70
professional staffs embedded
in 6 Practice Teams, comprising
Impact Assessment and
Planning (IAP), Capital Project
Support (CPS), Performance and
Assurance (P&A), Contaminated
Site Management (CSM),
Energy and Climate Change
(ECC), Sustainability Strategy
Transformation (SUS). Key clients
comprise PTT Group, PTTEP,
Chevron Thailand, Pearl Energy,
Siam Cement Group, Thailand,
Greenhouse Gas Management
Organization, Thailand Energy
Policy and Planning Office, Thai
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Beverage Energy, and Banpu
Power. ERM (Thailand) is 51% Thai
and 49% foreign owned.
Designate: Tanyaporn
Pipattammakul, PA to Country
Manager

International Committee of
the Red Cross
The ICRC help people around
the world affected by armed
conflict and other violence, doing
everything it can to protect their
dignity and relieve their suffering,
often with its Red Cross and Red
Crescent partners. The organization
also seeks to prevent hardship
by promoting and strengthening
humanitarian law and championing
universal humanitarian principle.
As the authority on international
humanitarian law, it helps develop
this body of law and works for its
implementation.
People know they can rely on
the ICRC to carry out the range
of life-saving activities in conflicts
zones, including: supplying food,
safe drinking water, sanitation
and shelter; providing health
care; and helping to reduce the
danger of landmines and exploded
ordnance. It also reunites family
members separated by conflict
and visit people who are detained
to ensure they treated properly.
The organization works closely
with communities to understand
and meet their needs, using
its experience and expertise to
respond quickly, effectively and
without taking sides.
Designate: Paht Tanattanawin,
Deputy Advisor for Humanitarian
Diplomacy

Kimpton Maa-Lai Bangkok
Throughout Kimpton MaaLai Bangkok’s 362 guest
rooms (including 131 serviced
apartments), organic materials
and traditional Thai artisanship
play off the hotel’s modern, linear
architecture. With bedrooms and
bathrooms that have been fully
appointed with modern creature
comforts, the richly layered spaces
offer a luxurious, cocoon-like vibe,
beckoning a savvy, design-minded
crowd to settle in and stay a while.
Our guest rooms are soothing
escapes where luxury linens and
oversized pillows (misted with
custom essential-oil blends) lay
the groundwork for a restful stay.
Bathrooms have oversized tubs
and toiletries from local brands, and
closets are lined with bird-themed
wall illustrations by the Bangkokborn artist Phannapast.
Upscale Amenities and Services
include complimentary WiFi for
all guests, fully equipped on-site
fitness center, IHG® Rewards Club
Elite accommodations — bring your
loyal companion, free of charge,
“Forgot It? We Got It!” for forgotten
essential travel items. Keep your
worries away at Kimpton Maa-Lai
Bangkok.
Designate: Patrick Both, General
Manager

Kudun & Partners
Founded in 2015 from a desire
to provide more commercially
minded and creative legal advice
to their clients, and to be proactive,
hands-on partners in every deal

they’re involved in. Their highly
experienced team of Thai and
international lawyers comprised
of eleven partners with over 40
associates, act as trusted advisors
to a range of government entities,
financial institutions and private
equity funds, as well as leading Thai
and international private and public
corporations, on transactions in
Thailand and throughout Southeast
Asia.
Designate: Soon Aun (Ben)
Cheok, Head of Business
Development

Novotel Bangkok Ploenchit
Sukhumvit
Novotel Bangkok Ploenchit
Sukhumvit is perfectly located in the
heart of Bangkok. Just step away
and next to BTS sky train Ploenchit
station, easy access to the city’s
business districts and several
embassies nearby. In term of
leisure, within easy walking distance
to shopping malls and attractions;
Central Embassy, Sukhumvit Road,
Erawan Shrine, Central World, etc.
The hotel is easily accessible by
major roads, expressway and it is
only 35 minutes drive from the hotel
to Suvanabhumi Airport.
The hotel features 370 guest
rooms; free WIFI internet, large
window for ample natural daylight,
high floor start at 10th-29th floors
along with outstanding facilities
and amenities. MEETING: at
Novotel Ploenchit, there are 9
multi-function rooms together with
all natural daylight with 6 meters
floor to ceiling window and can
accommodate up to 210 guests.
Designate: Phailin Jirakongpipat,
Assistant Director of Sales

Designate: Varachai Vongsueb,
Business Development Manager

Novotel Hua Hin Cha-Am
Beach Resort & Spa
Novotel Hua Hin Cha-Am Beach
Resort & Spa offers luxury rooms
with full facilities. It features an
outdoor swimming pool with water
slide, a spa and a 24-hour fitness
center.
All rooms and suites feature a
private balcony with panoramic
sea views. Additional amenities
include a flat-screen TV with cable
channels, a mini-bar and coffee/tea
making facilities.
Designate: Tongta Singto - Cluster
Director of Sales

ONE Championship
ONE Championship (ONE) is
Asia’s largest global sports media
property in history with a global
broadcast reach of 2.7 billion
potential viewers across 150+
countries. ONE is a celebration of
Asia’s greatest cultural treasure,
and its deep-rooted Asian values
of integrity, humility, honor,
respect, courage, discipline, and
compassion.
Designate: Jitinat Asdamongkol,
President

Oil States

Operation Smile Thailand

Oil States Industries, a subsidiary
of Oil States International (NYSE:
OIS), is a major global provider
of integrated energy systems
and solutions. We enable our
customers to build and operate
high-performance offshore fields,
tying it all together, from beginning
to end, with solutions for the most
demanding environments. With
leading-edge technologies and
unsurpassed technical expertise,
we deliver reliable, cost-effective
solutions to meet drilling & workover,
production, lifting and mooring
challenges.

Operation Smile is an international
non-profit medical charity
founded in the U.S. in 1982
by Dr. William Magee and his
spouse, Kathy Magee with the
aim of providing safe surgeries
to underprivileged children
and young adults at no cost to
address facial deformities such
as cleft lip, cleft palate and burns.
This aim has taken Operation
Smile across the globe with a
presence in 38 countries.

We also serve customers in the
onshore, marine and industrial
markets. With a strong track record
of supporting customer success
for over 75 years, Oil States now
translates the proven components
and seamless project performance
you have come to trust into hightech, reliable systems and services.

The first mission in Thailand
was undertaken in 1997
with great support from the
former Prime Minister, H.E. Mr.
Anand Panyarachun. In 2001,
Operation Smile Thailand was
registered and established as
an official charitable medical
foundation to provide help to
indigent patients in remote rural
areas across Thailand. Owing
to the tireless devotion of our
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medical volunteers, non-medical
volunteers and our staff, more
than 13,000 life-changing
treatments were provided.
Designate: Paul Robere, Board
member

Synergy Health (Thailand)
Ltd.
STERIS Applied Sterilization
Technologies (AST). The
combination of STERIS
Corporation and Synergy Health
creates a leading global service
supplier, providing our Customers
with a network of over 50 contract
sterilization and laboratory facilities
worldwide. As a technology
neutral service provider, STERIS
AST offers unbiased technology
assessments dependent on
the individual requirements of
each and every product. All of
our radiation and ethylene oxide
services are fully supported by a
first-class network of laboratories
globally.
In Thailand, we operate one of
the largest Gamma Irradiation
facility in Asia. Our aim is to deliver
the best in contract sterilization
processing. To achieve this, we
use our expertise and knowledge
to continually update our process
and quality systems. We also
keep close to our Customers and
value any comments that lead to
continuous improvement in the
way we operate.
Designate: Sita Kongkum, Sales
Manager

USAID Green Invest Asia
USAID Green Invest Asia helps
agriculture and forestry businesses
in Southeast Asia improve their
sustainable commodity production
and manage environmental risks.
They match companies with their
network of financial institutions and
investors looking for environmentally
and socially friendly, profitable land
use businesses.
Designate: Natcha Tulyasuwan Deputy Chief of Party
Associate Company Members

BlackJack Tire Supplies, Inc.
BlackJack has built a reputation
and customer base second to no
one in the tire repair industry. They
manufacture or have manufactured
to their specifications a complete
line of tire repair supplies, wheel
weights, and tire repair tools.
Designate: Jim Parker, Chief
Executive Officer

DGC International
DGC International is a trusted
provider of Global Defense
solutions to the United States
Government and its partners
worldwide. We specialize in
logistics, energy solutions, global
operations, and mission support.
Logistics and Energy:
DGC International offers robust
logistics and supply chain
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capabilities. Air: DGC International
is best known for the innovative,
process-driven land logistics for
dry, bulk, and fuel delivery that
help clients meet their objectives
as quickly and cost-effectively as
possible. Sea: We have the market
relationships and broad, trusted
network of maritime shipping
professionals necessary to meet all
client shipping and bunker grade/
intermediate grade fuel needs.
Air: DGC International uses its
extensive global supply chain and
aerial transportation networks to
provide high quality aviation fuel and
shipping options.
Designate: Tuyet Duong, Director,
Asia Pacific

Edelman
Edelman is a global communications
firm that partners with businesses
and organizations to evolve,
promote and protect their brands
and reputations. Our 6,000 people
in more than 60 offices deliver
communications strategies that
give our clients the confidence to
lead and act with certainty, earning
the trust of their stakeholders. Our
honors include the Cannes Lions
Grand Prix for PR; Advertising Age’s
2019 A-List; the Holmes Report’s
2018 Global Digital Agency of the
Year; and, five times, Glassdoor’s
Best Places to Work. Since
our founding in 1952, we have
remained an independent, family-run
business. Edelman owns specialty
companies Edelman Intelligence
(research) and United Entertainment
Group (entertainment, sports,
lifestyle).
For more information please visit:
www.edelman.com
Designate: Mathuros
Chantanayingyong, Chief Media
Officer APAC

Full Circle Filament
Full Circle Filament is a social
enterprise that will help close the
plastic loop in 3D printing, while
reducing our growing plastic
waste problem. We are building
a business that works to improve
the incomes of informal waste
collectors – while also increasing
recycling rates – through the
production of a high-quality product
for a fast-growing sector. Our
longer-term goal is to develop a
variety of closed loop, socially
valuable products out of materials
that currently go to waste.
Designate: Chris Oestereich,
Founder
HIGHER TIER MEMBERS

VERSO International School
(Gold)
VERSO International School,
opening in Bangkok in August
2020, represents a major milestone
in international school education. In
a bold departure from the traditional
school design process, VERSO
is a school unlike any other. In a
ground-breaking partnership with
IDEO, the San Francisco based
global design and innovation
company, VERSO gives Bangkok,
a compelling and inspirational
vision for the future of international
education.
Using human-centered design
thinking methodology, VERSO
delivers a re-engineered American

curriculum that’s aligned with New
York State’s Education Standards,
which is comprehensive,
research-based and internationally
recognized. Our “Future-Ready
Curriculum” is innovative,
interdisciplinary and project-based.
VERSO values and responds to
the uniqueness of each child to
develop a strong sense of personal
and cultural identity, an ability to
engage with the world and the
confidence to lead their own
journey.
Designate: Sami Yosef,
Admissions Director

Bangkok Hospital (Silver)
Bangkok Hospital was established
in 1972 as one of the first private
hospitals in Thailand. Over the past
48 years we have expanded our
operations to become a tertiary
care facility with dedicated hospitals
for cancer and cardiology.
A testament to our commitment
to quality service for international
patients, the hospital provides a
team of knowledgeable translators
able to communicate effectively in
over 26 languages to ensure that
there are no issues with regards to
communication when it comes to
healthcare.

Dedicated to excellence in
healthcare and continuous
improvement through advanced
technology and compassionate
care, visitors can expect to
experience world-class service
and specialized tertiary care at
Bangkok Hospital.
We now welcome almost
1,000,000 patients annually,
with approximately 230,000 of
our patients coming from over
160 countries.
We are the flagship hospital of
Bangkok Dusit Medical Services
(BDMS), the largest operator of
private hospitals in Southeast
Asia. BDMS aims to enhance
the efficiency and effectiveness
of all medical services to
achieve the highest standards of
medical excellence and become
a Center of Excellence Network
(CoE). This will be achieved by
developing hospital services
to include the treatment of
all diseases which meets the
standards provided by Joint
Commission International (JCI)
and supported by collaboration
with leading medical institutions
around the world.
Designate: Natthaphatsorn
Dulkul, International Marketing
Executive

Bangkok Hospital aims to provide
medical services in a welcoming
and convenient environment,
complete with top-notch
accommodation and amenities
to meet the needs of patients
and relatives. Furthermore,
comprehensive visa services, as
well as limousine and shuttle bus
services are available to facilitate
transportation to and from the
hospital.
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AMCHAM Affinity Program

The following fine establishments offer promotions and discounts to AMCHAM members

American School of Bangkok
50% off registration fees,
10% off first year’s tuition

ATa Services Co., Ltd.
5% discount on ALL Services of ATa Services

Bangkok Marriott Hotel Sukhumvit
20% Off Total Bill in All Outlets at
Bangkok Marriott Hotel Sukhumvit Maximum
8 people per table per bill

Banyan Tree Bangkok
20% discount for F&B and
10% discount for room rates

Berkeley International School
50% discount on tuition and registration fees
for all U.S citizens

Bourbon St. Co., Ltd.
10% Discount on Food at Bourbon St. Restaurant
& Oyster Bar Cajun Creole Cuisine

Cali-Mex Bar and Grill Thailand
15% discount on Food and Beverage

Centara Grand & Bangkok Convention
Centre at CentralWorld
15% Discount on Brunch at UNO MAS
Domingo Fabuloso

Bumrungrad Hospital
Maximum discount up to 15%
at Bumrungrad Hospital
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Centara Grand at Central Plaza
Latphrao
Special Offers on F&B, Spa and Event Catering

CoffeeWORKS Limited
20% off all La Cimbali Espresso Machines

Conrad Bangkok
Up to 25% Discount on Dining at
Conrad Bangkok

Gallothai Co., Ltd.
10% off on every product in the luxury
Duc de Paslin shops

Hilton Sukhumvit Bangkok
20% discount on all dining experience at
Hilton Sukumvit Bangkok

Holistic Health Systems Co., Ltd.
10% discount on the first visit for Chiropractic
and/or Physical Therapy services

Mahanakorn Partners Group Co.,Ltd.
10% Discount on All Accounting & Tax
Advisory Packages

Movenpick BDMS Wellness Resort
15% discount for both food and beverage at hotel
restaurants excluding alcohol

Novotel Huahin Cha-Am Resort & Spa
20% Discounts on rooms rate, F&B and Spa
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Pisut and Partners Co., Ltd.
10% Discount on Legal Fees for AMCHAM
Members Free Initial Consultation (1 Hour) for
AMCHAM Members

Prem Tinsulanonda International
School
20% discount on Triadhos Camps for
AMCHAM members in 2020.

Radisson Suites Bangkok Sukhumvit
20% discount 20% discount at Punjab Grill
Restaurantat Punjab Grill Restaurant

Raja’s Fashion
Buy 4 shirts get 1 free OR buy one suit
get 1 free shirt

Regus Management (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
10% discount for office rental and
membership across all IWG PLC centers
(Regus, Spaces and HQ) in Thailand

Renaissance Bangkok
Ratchaprasong Hotel
20% off on F&B discount across all outlets

Samitivej Public Company Limited
Free online consultations for
the first 15 minutes

Sheraton Samui Resort
The 3-night package at 14,999 THB

Spokes Jewelry Services Limited
Free Clean & Check on one Jewelry item,
10% off a your Custom Jewelry Design

The Peninsula Bangkok
Exclusive Staycation Offers for
AMCHAM members

The Peninsula Bangkok
20% Discount on Fine Dining
and Spa treatments

The St. Regis Bangkok
Special price for spa at ELEMIS Spa
at The St.Regis Hotel

Webster University
Scholarships up to 60% to AMCHAM’s
members, family, and friends

Your promotion here...

Your promotion here...

Restrictions apply. Members must present AMCHAM membership card to receive promotions and discounts. Offer is
subject to change or termination; new offers, changes and terminations will be announced in T-AB Magazine and on
the AMCHAM website. If you have not yet received your AMCHAM membership card, please contact the AMCHAM
office. For details and restrictions on these offers please visit: www.amchamthailand.com.
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Amplify Your Voice through Thought
Leadership with AMCHAM
AMCHAM is seeking member submissions
for our T-AB Magazine and website.
Subject Guidelines
Future issues of T-AB Magazine will focus on SMEs, Digital Communications &
Marketing, Real Estate & Trade Investments, Finance & Logistics, and we are
actively soliciting articles on these topics. We also welcome articles about new
legal and regulatory developments; knowledge sharing and best practices;
and any topics affecting the business climate in Thailand.
We do ask that articles be on topics of general interest and demonstrate
thought leadership by including original research, information, or analysis.
Articles should not be primarily self-promotional or focus on member news;
this type of information – for example, press releases – may be submitted to
our communications team, but will be compiled in a separate section under
Member News.

Format Guidelines
Articles should be sent in editable format, accompanied by 2-4 images.
Images should be unedited and saved in .JPEG format with a resolution of at
least 300 dpi. Please include captions. Charts and graphs should be sent in
PDF format with title.
Please provide the author’s position, organization, and e-mail address, as well
as a recent headshot style photo. Feature articles for T-AB Magazine should
be approximately 500-800 words, and may be edited for length or clarity.
Contributions for the website may be shorter.
Submission deadline for Volume 2/2020 T-AB Magazine is May 22. Website
articles may be submitted on a rolling basis.

For submissions or inquiries please
contact our communications team at
comm@amchamthailand.com.
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A Little Speed.
A Lot of Style.
Ultra Portable Storage

• Super compact, light and almost small enough to fit in your wallet
• Store photos and videos on the go. Even stream videos straight
from the drive
• Take advantage of SSD durability and transfer speeds up to 400MB/s
• Truly effortless continuous backup and file synchronization
• Works with Windows and Mac without the need to reformat.
Reformatting is needed for use with Time Machine®
• Edit, manage, and share photos with one-year Mylio® Create plan1,2
and a two-month Adobe Creative Cloud® Photography plan1,3
• Enjoy long-term peace of mind with the included 3-year limited warranty

USB Type-C
and Type-A

EXPLORE

500GB | 1TB
1 Redeemable during product registration. Not available in all countries.
2 See www.mylio.com/terms-of-service/ for applicable terms and privacy policy.
3 Internet connection and Adobe ID required. Available only to users 13 and older.
See www.adobe.com/legal.html for applicable terms and privacy policy.

seagate.com

SeagateTH

